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In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90, PPL Susquehanna, LLC is submitting
a request for amendment to the Technical Specifications for Susquehanna Units I and 2.

The purpose of this letter is to propose changes to the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station
Units 1 and 2 Technical Specifications. Included are revisions to Sections 3.8.4, 3.8.5,
3.8.6, and Section 5.5. These revisions reflect changes to the DC Electrical Power
sections which are essentially a rewrite of those sections consistent with Technical
Specification Task Force (TSTF) 360 Revision 1, which was approved by the NRC on
December 18, 2000, and has been incorporated into Revision 2 of NUREG-1433,
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/4," issued by the NRC
in June 2001.

The enclosure to this letter contains PPL's evaluation of this proposed change. Included
are a description of the proposed change, technical analysis of the change, regulatory
analysis of the change (No Significant Hazards Consideration and the Applicable
Regulatory Requirements), and the environmental considerations associated with the
change.

Attachment 1 to this letter contains the applicable pages of the Susquehanna SES Units 1
and 2 Technical Specifications, marked to show the proposed changes (Note that
underlined text is added and strike through text is deleted).

Attachment 2 contains the applicable pages of the Susquehanna SES Unit 2
Technical Specifications Bases, similarly marked to show the proposed changes
(Provided for Information only).
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There are no regulatory commitments associated with these proposed changes and they
have been approved by the Susquehanna SES Plant Operations Review Committee and
reviewed by the Susquehanna Review Committee.

PPL plans to implement the proposed changes as soon as practical following NRC
approval. Therefore, we request NRC complete its review by June 30, 2005 with Unit 2
changes to be implemented within 60 days of NRC approval and Unit 1 changes to be
implemented following the next Unit 1 Refueling and Inspection Outage.

Any questions regarding this request should be directed to Mr. Duane L. Filchner at
(610) 774-7819.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on:

B. T. McKinney

Enclosure: PPL Susquehanna Evaluation of the Proposed Changes

Attachments:
Attachment 1 - Proposed Technical Specification Changes Units 1 and 2,

(Mark-ups)
Attachment 2 - Proposed Technical Specification Bases Changes Units 1

and 2, (Mark-ups)

cc: NRC Region I
Mr. A. J. Blamey, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector
Mr. R. V. Guzman, NRC Project Manager
Mr. R. Janati, DEP/BRP
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PPL EVALUATION

Subjct:Unit 1 2 D ELCTRIAL OWERSYSEMS ECHICA

Subject: Units I & 2 DC ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS TECHINICAL
SPECIFICATION REWRITE

1.0 DESCRIPTION

This is a request to amend Operating Licenses NPF-14 and NPF-22 for PPL
Susquehanna, LLC (PPL), Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) Units 1 and
2. It represents proposed revisions to the SSES Technical Specification (TS) 3.8.4
"DC Sources - Operating," 3.8.5 "DC Sources - Shutdown," 3.8.6 "Battery Cell
Parameters," and addition of new TS Section 5.5.13 "Battery Monitoring and
Maintenance Program." These changes are consistent with TSTF-360, Revision 1,
(Reference 1), submitted to the NRC by the Technical Specifications Task Force
(TSTF).

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGES

The proposed changes are to TS Sections 3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.6, and 5.5. These
changes request new actions with increased completion times for an inoperable
battery charger as well as request alternate battery charger testing criteria for
Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5. The proposed
changes also include the relocation of several Surveillance Requirements (SRs) in
TS Section 3.8.4, that perform preventive maintenance on the safety-related
batteries, to a licensee-controlled program. It is proposed that TS Table 3.8.6-1,
"Battery Cell Parameter Requirements," be relocated to a licensee-controlled
program, and specific actions with associated completion times for out-of-limits
conditions for battery cell voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature be
added to TS Section 3.8.6. In addition, specific SRs are being proposed for
verification of these parameters.

A new program is being proposed for the maintenance and monitoring of station
batteries based on the recommendations of Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Standard 450-1995, "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications." This program will be described in TS Section 5.5.13,
"Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program." All of the items proposed to be
relocated will be contained within this new program to be located in the Technical
Requirements Manual (TRM), which is incorporated by reference in the SSES
FSAR. This will make all relocated items subject to review under 10 CFR 50.59,
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"Changes, Tests and Experiments," to determine if the proposed changes will
require prior NRC review and approval, and will require reporting of all changes
to the NRC in accordance with 10CFR 50.71(e), "Maintenance of Records,
Making of Reports."

As stated above, these proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-360, Revision 1
(Reference 1), submitted to the NRC by the Technical Specifications Task Force
(TSTF). TSTF-360, Rev. 1, was approved by the NRC on December 18, 2000
(Reference 2), and has been incorporated into Revision 2 of NUREG-1433,
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/4," issued by
the NRC in June 2001, (Reference 3).

The proposed changes are described in detail in Section 3.4 below. They are
consistent with submittals by Clinton (Reference 4), Limerick (Reference 5),
Dresden (Reference 6), Diablo Canyon (Reference 7), and Comanche Peak
(Reference 8) which have received NRC approval. In addition, the issues
identified in the Oyster Creek Request for Additional Information (Reference 9),
have also been addressed. The marked-up TS pages are provided in Attachment 1
to this submittal. The associated marked-up TS Bases pages are provided-for
information only in Attachment 2 to this submittal.

3.0 BACKGROUND

3.1 Current Regulatorv Requirements

SSES FSAR Section 8.3.2.2.1, Compliance with General Design Criteria,
Regulatory Guides, and IEEE Standards, provides detailed discussion of SSES
compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements and guidance. The
proposed TS amendment does not alter the design or function of any DC electrical
power subsystem, it does not result in any change in the qualification of any
component, and it does not result in the reclassification of any component's status
in the areas of shared, safety related, independent, redundant, and physically or
electrically separated.

This amendment will result in changes to SSES compliance with Regulatory Guide
1.93 in that inoperable battery chargers will be justified for up to a 7-day
restoration time. Additionally, the existing SSES commitments to IEEE
Standard 450, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and
Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications," reflect
commitment to the 1995 edition of IEEE Standard 450.
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3.2 Description of the Current Requirements

TS Section 3.8.4. "DC Sources - Operating," requires that the Class IE 125 VDC
and 250 VDC electrical power subsystems listed in Table 3.8.4-1 shall be operable
in Modes 1, 2, and 3. Refer to FSAR chapter 8.3.2 "DC Power Systems" for a
detailed description of the SSES Class IE 125 VDC and 250 VDC electrical power
subsystems.

Condition A states that in the event that a DC electrical power subsystem listed in
the table becomes inoperable, the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem must
be restored back to operable status within 2 hours.

Condition B states that if the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem cannot be
restored within 2 hours, the plant must be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and then be
in Mode 4 within 36 hours.

Condition C requires verification (within 2 hours) that all ESW valves associated
with Diesel Generator E (D/G E) are closed when the associated DC electrical
subsystem is inoperable and the D/G E is not aligned to the Class lE distribution
system.

Condition D states that when the D/G E is aligned and its associated DC electrical
subsystem is inoperable, the D/G E must be declared inoperable within 2 hours.

Condition E only applies to Unit 2 TS 3.8.4 and it requires that with one or more
Unit 1 125 VDC electrical power subsystems inoperable, the associated Unit 1 and
common loads are required to be transferred to the corresponding Unit 2 DC
electrical power subsystem within 2 hours. Further, the transferred Unit 1 and
common loads are required to be restored to the corresponding Unit 1 DC
electrical power subsystem within 72 hours after the Unit 1 subsystem is restored
to OPERABLE.

Note: The Unit 1 125 VDC loads and the 125 VDC loads common to both units,
e.g., Emergency Service Water (ESW) and D/G controls, etc. are normally
supplied by the Unit 1 125 VDC DC electrical subsystems. These common
load circuits can be transferred to the Unit 2 125 VDC electrical power
subsystems to assure the common load availability for Unit 2.

Condition F requires that the associated common loads be declared inoperable
immediately if the required actions of Condition E are not met.

TS Section 3.8.4 has several Surveillance Requirements (SR) which demonstrate
operability. The required SRs are as follows:
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* SR 3.8.4.1 requires that the 125 VDC battery terminal voltage be verified to be
greater than or equal to 129 Volts (V) and that the 250 VDC battery terminal
voltage be verified to be greater than or equal to 258 V every 7 days while the
batteries are maintained on a float charge unless the battery is on equalize
charge or has been on equalize charge at any time during the previous 24 hours,
in which case the surveillance frequency is 14 days.

* SR 3.8.4.2 requires verification that no visible corrosion is present at each
battery cell terminal and connector or that battery cell terminal and connection
resistance is less than or equal to 50E-6 ohm, or less than or equal to
100.0 E-6 ohms at each cell terminal or connector with the calculated average
resistance for the battery bank less than or equal to 50.OE-6 ohms. Verification
of these values must be performed every 92 days.

* SR 3.8.4.3 requires that battery cells, cell plates, and racks are verified to
show no visual indication of physical damage or abnormal deterioration every
18 months.

* SR 3.8.4.4 requires removal of all visible corrosion and verification that the
battery cell-to-cell and terminal connections are coated with anti-corrosion
material every 18 months.

* SR 3.8.4.5 requires verification, every 18 months, of battery cell connection
resistance to be less than or equal to IOOE-6 ohms for any single connection
and the calculated average resistance for the battery bank is less than or equal
to 50.0 E-6 ohms.

* SR 3.8.4.6 requires verification, every 24 months, that each required battery
charger supplies its associated battery at the following rates for greater than
4 hours:

- Greater than or equal to 100 amps for a 125 VDC battery at greater than or
equal to 127.8 V;

- Greater than or equal to 300 amps for a 250 VDC battery at greater than or
equal to 255.6 V;

- Greater than or equal to 200 amps for the 125 VDC Diesel Generator E
battery at greater than or equal to 127.8 V.

* SR 3.8.4.7 requires verification of battery capacity to be adequate to supply,
and maintain in operable status, the required emergency loads for the design
duty cycle by performance of a battery service test every 24 months. A note is
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provided which allows performance of the modified performance discharge test
in SR 3.8.4.8 in lieu of the service test in SR 3.8.4.7 once per 60 months.

* SR 3.8.4.8 requires verification that battery capacity is greater than or equal to
80% of the manufacturer's rating when the battery is subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified performance discharge test. This test
must be conducted every 60 months and every 12 months when the battery
shows degradation or has reached 85% of expected service life with capacity
less than 100% of the manufacturer's rating, and every 24 months when the
battery has reached 85% or the expected service life with capacity greater than
or equal to 100% of the manufacturer's rating.

* SR 3.8.4.9 (Unit 2 only) requires the SR's for the Unit 1 specification 3.8.4 to
be applicable. When Unit 1 is in Mode 4 or 5 or when moving irradiated fuel
assemblies in the secondary containment, the Note to Unit 1 SR 3.8.5.1 is
applicable.

TS Section 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown," requires the DC electrical power
subsystems listed in Table 3.8.4-1 to be operable when in Modes 4 and 5, and
during the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment to
support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

Condition A states that in the event that one or more required DC electrical power
subsystems listed in the table becomes inoperable, the inoperable DC electrical
power subsystem must be declared inoperable immediately or core alterations must
be suspended immediately, and movement of irradiated fuel in secondary
containment must be suspended immediately, and actions must be initiated
immediately to suspend operations having the potential to drain the reactor vessel,
and action must be initiated immediately to restore the required DC electrical
power subsystems back to operable status. This condition is modified by a note
indicating that the condition does not apply to the DG E electrical power
subsystem.

Condition B states that if the D/G E DC electrical power subsystem becomes
inoperable while DG E is not aligned to the Class IE distribution system, all ESW
valves associated with DIG E must be verified closed within 2 hours.

Condition C requires that if the D/G E DC electrical power subsystem becomes
inoperable while D/G E is aligned to the Class 1E distribution system, D/G E must
be declared inoperable within 2 hours.
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For Unit 2 TS 3.8.5 only, Condition D states that if one or more required Unit 1
DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable, the affected required feature(s)
is/are declared inoperable immediately. This action is followed by an OR
statement that contains requirements to immediately suspend core alterations and
movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment and initiate
action to suspend operations with a potential for draining the vessel and initiate
action to restore required DC electrical subsystem power to OPERABLE status.

These actions are followed by an OR statement that contains the requirement to
immediately initiate action to transfer the Unit I and common loads to the
corresponding Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystem and, within 72 hours (after
the Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystem is restored to OPERABLE status),
restore the Unit 1 and common loads to the corresponding Unit 1 electrical power
subsystems or declare the associated Unit 1 and common loads inoperable. This
condition is modified by a note, stating that it does not apply to the D/G E
electrical power subsystem.

The SRs for TS Section 3.8.4 are applicable for demonstrating operability
requirements for TS Section 3.8.5.

TS Section 3.8.6, "Battery Cell Parameters," requires that the battery cell
parameters for the Class 1E 250 V batteries and the Class IE 125 V batteries shall
be within limits when the associated DC electrical power subsystems are required
to be operable.

Condition A contains the requirement that if one or more batteries with one or
more battery cell parameters are not within Category A or B limits, verification of
pilot cell electrolyte level and float voltage to Category C limits must be made
within 1 hour and verification that battery cell parameters meet Category C limits
within 24 hours and once per 7 days thereafter, and battery cell parameters must be
restored to Category A and B limits within 31 days.

Condition B requires an immediate declaration of battery inoperability if the
required action and associated completion time of Condition A is not met, or one
or more batteries with average electrolyte temperature of the representative cells
are not within limits, or one or more batteries with one or more battery cell
parameters are not within Category C values.

- Category A Limits: This category defines the normal parameter limits for each
designated pilot cell. The electrolyte level must be greater than the minimum
level indication mark, and less'than or equal to 1/4 inch above the maximum
level indication mark. The float voltage must be greater than or equal to
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2.13 V. The specific gravity of the pilot cell must be greater than or equal to
1.200.

- Categorv B Limits: This category defines the normal parameter limits for each
connected battery cell. The electrolyte level must be greater than the minimum
level indication mark, and less than or equal to ¼ inch above the maximum
level indication mark. The float voltage must be greater than or equal to
2.13 V. The specific gravity of the measured cell must be greater than or equal
to 1.195 and the average specific gravity of all connected cells must be greater
than or equal to 1.205.

- Category C Limits: This category defines the minimum acceptable parameter
limits for each connected cell. The electrolyte level must be above the top of
the plates and not overflowing. The float voltage must be greater than 2.07 V.
The specific gravity of the measured cell must be not more than 0.020 below
the average of all connected cells and the average specific gravity of all
connected cells must be greater than or equal to 1.195.

TS Section 3.8.6 has three SRs to demonstrate operability of the associated
batteries. The required SRs are as follows:

* SR 3.8.6.1 requires that the battery cell parameters be verified to meet
Category A limits every 7 days.

* SR 3.8.6.2 requires that the battery cell parameters be verified to meet Category
B limits every 92 days, and once within 24 hours after a battery discharge of
less than 110 V for the 125 V batteries and less than 220 V for the 250 V
batteries, and once within 24 hours after a battery overcharge that is greater
than 150 V for the 125 V batteries and greater than 300 V for the 250 V
batteries.

* SR 3.8.6.3 requires the verification that the average electrolyte temperature of
representative cells is greater than or equal to 60'F every 92 days.

3.3 Description of the Current Systems

Each unit has a 250 VDC electrical power system which consists of two separate
and independent Class IE 250 VDC subsystems designated as Division I and
Division II. Each 250 VDC division contains a battery bank of 120 lead calcium
cells having a nominal terminal voltage of 250 volts, a 250 VDC load center, and
250 VDC motor control centers to distribute power to connected Class IE and
non-Class IE loads. In addition, each 250 VDC Division I subsystem has two full
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capacity battery chargers connected to the loads. The 250 VDC Division II
subsystem has only one full capacity battery charger connected to the loads.

The 250 VDC Division I subsystems were originally designed with two half-
capacity battery chargers operating in parallel to equally share the connected loads.
Recent analysis has determined that only one battery charger is necessary to supply
these loads and it has the capacity to recharge the batteries within 24 hours.
Therefore, credit is taken in this proposed change for these chargers as full
capacity chargers. As such, either 250 VDC Division I subsystem battery charger
is capable of performing the required design function and the other Division I
battery charger is considered to be an installed spare charger.

Only one 250 VDC battery charger was required to supply the loads in the original
design of the 250 VDC Division II electrical power subsystems. Therefore, only
one charger was provided in the system design, i.e., the 250 VDC Division II
electrical power subsystem on each unit does not have a spare battery charger
installed.

The 250 VDC electrical power subsystems on each unit supply the power required
for larger DC loads such as motor driven pumps and valves, inverters for plant
computer and vital 120V AC power supplies.

During normal operation, the 250 VDC loads receive power from the 250 VDC
battery chargers with the batteries floating on the system. A loss of the AC power
supply to the battery chargers results in the 250 VDC loads receiving power
directly from the Class lE 250 VDC batteries. No operator action is required for
this transfer because the battery banks are connected in parallel to the charger and
they automatically assume the loads.

Each unit has a 125 VDC electrical power system which consists of four separate
and independent Class IE subsystems designated as subsystems A, B, C, and D.
Each of these 125 VDC electrical power subsystems contains a battery bank of 60
lead calcium cells having a nominal terminal voltage of 125 volts, a 125 VDC
battery charger, a 125 VDC load center, and 125 VDC distribution panels to
distribute power to connected Class lE and non-Class IE loads. Each 125 VDC
electrical power subsystem provides the control power for its associated Class lE
AC power load group (designated as A, B, C, D) consisting of 4.16 kV switchgear,
480V load centers, and a standby diesel generator as discussed in FSAR Section
8.3.1. These 125 VDC subsystems also provide DC power to the engineered safety
feature (ESF) valve actuation, diesel generator auxiliaries and controls, and plant
alarm and indication circuits.
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The "A" and "C" 125 VDC load group subsystems together are considered to be
the 125 VDC Division I subsystem. Similarly, the "B" and "D" 125 VDC load
group subsystems together are considered to be the 125 VDC Division II
subsystem.

During normal operation, the Unit 1 and common 125 VDC loads receive power
from the Unit 1 125 VDC battery chargers with the batteries floating on the
system. The Unit 2 125 VDC loads are powered from the Unit 2 125 VDC battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. The common 125 VDC loads,
normally powered from the Unit 1 125 VDC electric power subsystems, can be
transferred to the Unit 2 125 VDC electric power subsystems when necessary. A
loss of the AC power supply to the battery chargers results in the 125 VDC loads
receiving power directly from the Class 1E 125 VDC batteries. No operator action
is required for this transfer because the battery banks are connected in parallel to
the charger and they automatically assume the loads.

Additionally, a Class IE 125 VDC battery is installed as a dedicated DC power
supply for only the D/G E Class 1E DC loads and the four motor operated valves
used to align Emergency Service Water (ESW) to D/G E. The D/G E 125 VDC
electrical power subsystem consists of a separate and independent Class 1E
subsystem. This 125 VDC electrical power subsystem contains a battery bank of
60 lead calcium cells having a nominal terminal voltage of 125 volts, a 125 VDC
battery charger, a 125 VDC motor control center, and a 125 VDC distribution
panels to distribute power to connected Class 1E loads.

Each 250 VDC or 125 VDC battery has adequate storage capacity to supply power
to the required loads continuously for at least 4 hours as discussed in the FSAR,
Section 8.3.2, "DC Power Systems."

The battery cells for a DC electrical power subsystem are sized such that the
required battery capacity exists at 80% of the battery rating. The minimum voltage
design limit is 210 V for the 250 VDC batteries and 105 V for the 125 VDC
batteries.

Each battery charger of the 250 VDC and the 125 VDC electrical power
subsystems has ample power output capacity for the steady state operation of
connected loads required during normal operation, while at the same time
maintaining its battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger has sufficient
capacity to restore the battery bank from the design minimum charge to its fully
charged state within 24 hours while supplying normal steady state loads.

The 250 VDC and the 125 VDC electrical power subsystems are required to be
operable to ensure required power is available to shutdown the reactor and
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maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence (AOO)
or a postulated design basis accident (DBA). Loss of any single DC electrical
power subsystem does not prevent the minimum safety function from being
performed.

Battery cell parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure availability
of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
condition after an AOO or a postulated DBA. Electrolyte limits are conservatively
established, thus allowing continued DC electrical system function even with
limits not met.

3.4 Description of the Proposed Changes

LCO 3.8.4:

Change 1: Two new conditions are added to LCO 3.8.4. These conditions with:
their associated required actions will provide compensatory actions for a specific
component failure in a DC electric power subsystem (e.g. battery charger and
batteries).

A) The new Condition A addresses the condition where a 250 VDC Division II or
a 125 VDC subsystem battery charger becomes inoperable. These DC
electrical subsystems have only one battery charger as indicated on
Table 3.8.4-1. This new Condition A also addresses the condition where both
250 VDC Division I battery chargers are inoperable.

Since only one 250 VDC Division I battery charger is required to supply the
250 VDC loads and recharge the battery in 24 hours, both Division I chargers
would have to be inoperable before Condition A applies. Table 3.8.4-1 has
been revised by adding an "or" to the 250 VDC Division I list of equipment.
Required Actions are proposed that provide a tiered response that focuses on
returning the battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified
charger to operable status in a reasonable time. Required Action A. 1 requires
that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage within two (2) hours. Required Action A.2
requires verification that the battery float current be less than or equal to 2
amps once per 12 hours. The final required action, A.3, limits the restoration
time for the inoperable battery charger to 7 days. Also, a note is added to
Condition A which states that Conditions A, B, and C are not applicable to the
D/G E DC electrical power subsystem.

Note that the present designs of the 250 VDC Division II electrical power
subsystems and the 125 VDC electrical power subsystems do not include any
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connected spare chargers nor do they have provisions to connect a spare
charger in order to maintain float voltage and charging current in the event of
an inoperable charger.

Only the 250 VDC Division I electrical power subsystem on each unit has a full
capacity spare charger installed that could be considered a spare.

The proposed revision to TS 3.8.4 establishes ACTIONS and COMPLETION
TIMES for an inoperable battery charger. It is acceptable to implement this
change even though spare battery chargers are not yet installed on the 250 VDC
Division II electrical power subsystem or the 125 VDC electrical power
subsystems. The basis for acceptability is that for an inoperable charger
CONDITION the inability to meet the REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION
TIME would result in a 2 hour LCO. This TS COMPLETION TIME is
identical to the current TS 3.8.4 COMPLETION TIME and is therefore no less
conservative.

B) The new Condition B addresses the condition where a 250 VDC or a 125 VDC
battery bank becomes inoperable. The associated required action is to restore
the inoperable battery to operable status within 2 hours.

C) The current Condition A is renamed Condition C and has been clarified by
adding the stipulation "for reasons other than Condition A or B."

D) The current Condition B is renamed Condition D and additional reference is
made to Conditions B or C.

E) The current Condition C is renamed Condition E.

F) The current Condition D is renamed Condition F.

For Unit 2 only:

G) The current Condition E is renamed Condition G.

H).The current Condition F is renamed Condition H.

Change 2: Revise SR 3.8.4.1 to state "Verify battery terminal voltages for the
125 V batteries and for the 250 V batteries are greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage," and delete references to the values of Ž129 V
and Ž258 V on a float charge. Also delete the note that states "The 7 day
frequency is not applicable if the battery is on equalize charge or has been on
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equalize charge at any time during the previous 24 hours," and delete the
corresponding "and 14 days" frequency associated with the note.

Change 3: Delete SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3, SR 3.8.4.4, and SR 3.8.4.5 from the
SSES TS and relocate these tests to a licensee-controlled program
(See Change 15). This will require renumbering SR 3.8.4.6 as SR 3.8.4.2 and
SR 3.8.4.7 as SR 3.8.4.3.

Change 4: Provide alternative testing criteria to current SR 3.8.4.6 (i.e. revised
SR 3.8.4.2) for battery charger testing.

Change 5: Rename current SR 3.8.4.7 to SR 3.8.4.3 and provide clarification to
the note for this SR relative to revised SR references and credit which may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy the SR.

Change 6: Relocate SR 3.8.4.8 to SR 3.8.6.6. The note for this relocated SR will
be modified to state that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the*
SR.

LCO 3.8.5:

Change 7: A new condition is added to LCO 3.8.5. This new Condition A, with
its associated required actions, will provide compensatory actions for battery
charger failures in the 125 VDC or 250 VDC electrical power subsystems during
shutdown conditions, provided that the redundant 125 VDC or 250 VDC electrical
power subsystem is operable. Also, a note is added to Condition A which states
that Conditions A and B are not applicable to the DG E DC electrical power
subsystem.

Change 8: Existing Condition A will be renamed as Condition B and modified by
adding the stipulation that "for reasons other than Condition A."

Change 9: Existing Conditions B and C will be renamed as Conditions C and D
respectively. For Unit 2 only, existing Condition D will be renamed Condition E.

Change 10: SR 3.8.5.1 is revised to eliminate reference to SR's 3.8.4.4, 3.8.4.5,
3.8.4.6, 3.8.4.7, and 3.8.4.8 which were removed by revision to LCO 3.8.4. Also,
the note for SR 3.8.5.1 is revised to provide proper reference to SR's 3.8.4.2, and
3.8.4.3.
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LCO 3.8.6:

Change 11: The title of TS Section 3.8.6 is revised to "Battery Parameters" and
the LCO is revised to read, "Battery parameters for the Class lE 250 V batteries
and Class IE 125 V batteries shall be within limits."

Change 12: Relocate TS Table 3.8.6-1 battery cell parameters and Condition A,
to the proposed Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program described in
TS Section 5.5.13. This table provides the required actions to be taken when
battery cell parameters are found to be outside TS Table 3.8.6-1 values.

Change'13: Condition A is replaced with five new conditions. These conditions,
with their associated required actions, will provide compensatory actions for a
specific abnormal battery condition. The conditions are:

A. Condition A addresses the condition where a battery bank in a specific
125 VDC electric power subsystem or 250 VDC electric power subsystem has
one or more battery cells with a float voltage less than 2.07 V.

B. Condition B addresses the condition where a battery bank is found with a float
current of greater than 2 amps.

C. Condition C addresses the condition where a battery bank is found with the
electrolyte level in one or more cells to be less than the minimum established
design limits.

D. Condition D addresses the condition where a battery bank is found with a pilot
cell electrolyte temperature less than the minimum established design limits.

E. Condition E addresses the condition where one or more batteries in redundant
125 VDC or redundant 250 VDC subsystems are found with battery
parameters not within established design limits.

F. Current Condition B will be renamed as Condition F. The current Condition B
consists of three separate entry conditions. As part of this proposed change, the
last two entry conditions, (one or more batteries found with an average
electrolyte temperature of the representative cell not within limits, and one or
more batteries found with battery cell parameters not within Category C values)
will be deleted. The deleted conditions will be replaced with a new condition
requiring entry when one battery in a 125 VDC or a 250 VDC subsystem is
found with one or more battery cells with a float voltage of less than 2.07 V
and float current greater than 2 amps.
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Change 14: Current SR 3.8.6.1, SR 3.8.6.2, and SR 3.8.6.3 will be deleted and
will be replaced with the following SRs that are required to support this change.
The Note has been removed from the SR frequency column regarding the 7 day
Frequency requirement for these SRs and the 14 day Frequency requirement for a
battery that has been on equalize charge.

A. SR 3.8.6.1 will require verification of each battery float current to be less than
or equal to 2 amps every 7 days.

B. SR 3.8.6.2 will require verification of each battery pilot cell to be greater than
or equal to 2.07 V every 31 days.

C. SR 3.8.6.3 will require verification of each connected cell electrolyte level to
be greater than or equal to the minimum established design limits every 31
days.

D. SR 3.8.6.4 will require verification of each battery pilot cell temperature to be
greater than or equal to the minimum established design limits every 31 days.

E. SR 3.8.6.5 will require verification of each connected battery cell voltage to be
greater than or equal to 2.07 V every 92 days.

F. SR 3.8.6.6. which is relocated from current SR 3.8.4.8 as previously described.

Change 15: A new program will be added to TS Section 5.5, "Programs and
Manuals." New TS page 5.0-18A is added for new TS Section 5.5.13, "Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program," to provide for restoration and maintenance
actions for station batteries that will be based on the recommendations of IEEE
Standard 450-1995.

4.0 TECHNICAL SAFETY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED CHANGES

Change 1 and Change 7: Addition of new Conditions to LCO 3.8.4 and
LCO 3.8.5

These changes add specific actions and increased completion times for an
inoperable battery charger. The current technical specifications limit restoration
time for an inoperable battery charger to the same time as for an inoperable battery
or a completely de-energized DC distribution subsystem, i.e. 2 hours. The primary
role of the battery charger is in support of maintaining operability of its associated
battery. This is accomplished by the charger being of sufficient size to carry the
normal steady state DC loads, with sufficient additional capacity to maintain the
battery fully charged. The current 2 hour restoration time is based on Regulatory
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Guide 1.93, "Availability of Electric Power Sources," and has been applied equally
to a minimal reduction in battery charger capacity.

These changes apply a more reasonable restoration time for an inoperable battery
charger, while focusing efforts on retaining battery capabilities, and retaining the
capacity of the battery charger. The changes will also allow the use of a spare
125 VDC or 250 VDC battery charger, when installed, that is capable of being
connected to a 125 VDC electrical power subsystem or 250 VDC electrical power
subsystem in the event of an inoperable charger, or in the event of performing
online maintenance or testing of a charger. However, the LCO maintains the
2 hour restoration time for a DC distribution system that does not have an
operating battery charger connected to maintain battery float voltage and charging
current within specified limits.

The actions associated with an inoperable 125 VDC or 250 VDC battery charger
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the fully charged
state and restoring a fully qualified charger to operable status in a reasonable time.
The first Required Action is to restore the battery terminal voltage to greater than
or equal to the battery minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This
time period allows for restoring the inoperable battery charger, or for an alternate
means of providing the battery charger function by use of a spare battery charger.
Restoring the battery terminal voltage to a value greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage will ensure that the battery can be restored to its
fully charged condition within 12 hours, and that the battery can be restored from
any discharge that may have occurred due to battery charger inoperability.

Required Action A.2 assures that the battery is in a fully charged condition by
verifying the battery float current is less than or equal to 2 amps once per 12 hours.
This float current value provides positive indication that if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now been fully
recharged.

Required Action A.3 provides 7 days to restore the inoperable battery charger to
operable status. This action is required if an alternate means of restoring the
battery terminal voltage has been used. The 7-day completion time represents a
reasonable amount of time to effect repairs.

Since the 250 VDC Division I electrical power subsystem on each unit contains
two installed full capacity battery chargers, the Actions of Condition A are not
required unless both chargers are inoperable. Therefore, a single inoperable
250 VDC Division I electrical power subsystem battery charger does not require
any ACTION or COMPLETION TIME per the TS.
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Condition B was added to address the condition where a 125 VDC or 250 VDC
battery bank is declared inoperable. With a battery bank inoperable, the affected
DC bus is being supplied by the connected operable battery charger. Any event
that results in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery charger will also result in
a loss of DC power to that 125 VDC electrical power subsystem or 250 VDC
electrical power subsystem. Recovery of the AC bus, especially if it is due to a
loss of offsite power, could be affected because many of the components necessary
for the recovery (e.g., diesel generator control and field flash, AC load shed, and
diesel generator output circuit breakers, etc) rely upon the 125 VDC battery banks.
The 2 hour limit allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery
bank given that the majority of the conditions that lead to battery inoperability
(e.g., loss of battery charger or battery cell voltages less than 2.07 V) are identified
in TS Sections 3.8.4, 3.8.5, and 3.8.6 together with additional specific completion
times.

Change 2: Removal of specific value for the minimum established float voltage.

The specific limiting values for the minimum operating battery charging float
voltages in SR 3.4.8.1 will be relocated to the TS Bases. Changes to the TS Bases
are under the control of 10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments." The
TS will require the battery charger to supply battery terminal voltage "greater than
or equal to the minimum established float voltage." The battery manufacturer
establishes this voltage to provide the optimum charge on the battery. This voltage
will maintain the battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining the battery
grid life. As such, the "minimum established float voltage" values can be
adequately controlled outside of the Technical Specifications. Additionally, the
surveillance to verify battery terminal voltages is required every 7 days. Therefore
the note regarding surveillance frequency and the 14-day surveillance frequency
requirement are no longer necessary and can be removed.

Change 3: Relocation of preventive maintenance SRs to Licensee -
Controlled Programs

In accordance with SR 3.0.1, when any SR is not met, the LCO is not met. This is
based on the premise that SRs represent the minimum acceptable requirements for
Operability of the required equipment. However, for SR 3.8.4.2, SR 3.8.4.3, SR
3.8.4.4, and SR 3.8.4.5, failure to meet the SR does not necessarily mean that the
equipment is not capable of performing its safety function, and the corrective
action is generally a routine or preventive maintenance-type activity. For example,
the Bases for SR 3.8.4.4 identifies removal of visible corrosion and tightening of
terminal connections as a preventive maintenance activity. SR 3.8.4.3 requires the
visible inspection for physical damage or deterioration that could potentially
degrade battery performance. This is not required for the battery to perform its
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safety function, rather it reflects ongoing preventive maintenance activities. These
activities are inappropriate for SRs and are generally controlled more effectively in
the maintenance programs for batteries. With regard to the resistance verifications
of SR 3.8.4.2 and SR 3.8.4.5, the values are nominal values and represent values at
which some action should be taken, not necessarily when the operability of the
battery is in question. The safety analyses do not assume a specific battery
resistance value, but typically assume the batteries will supply adequate power.
Therefore, the key issue is the overall battery resistance. Between surveillances,
the resistance of each battery cell connection varies independently from all the
others. Some of these connection resistances may be higher or lower than others,
and the battery may still be able to perform its function and should not be
considered inoperable solely because one connector's resistance is high. Overall
resistance is a direct impact on operability and is adequately determined as
acceptable through completion of the battery service and discharge tests.
Therefore, these activities are more appropriately controlled under the maintenance
program for batteries. Since these surveillances are recommended by IEEE -
Standard 450-1995, they will be addressed by the new Battery Monitoring and
Maintenance Program described in the proposed TS Section 5.5.13 which is
discussed below under Change 15.

Change 4: Provide alternate testing criteria for battery charger testing.

Current SR 3.8.4.6, which is being renamed as SR 3.8.4.2, requires specific
parameters for battery charger performance testing. This test is intended to
confirm the charger design capacity. Alternate acceptance criteria are proposed
that would allow an actual in service demonstration that the charger can recharge
the battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours while supplying the largest
combined demands of the various continuous steady state loads, after a battery
discharge to the bounding design bases event discharge state. This accomplishes
the objective of the existing test and allows for normal in-place demonstration of
the charger capability thereby minimizing the time when the charger would be
disconnected from the DC bus.

Change 5: Revision of SR 3.8.4.7.

Current SR 3.8.4.7 is renamed to be SR 3.8.4.3 due to the elimination of SR's
3.8.4.2, 3.8.4.3, 3.8.4.4, 3.8.4.5 and the renaming of 3.8.4.6 to 3.8.4.2 discussed in
Change 4 above. This is an editorial change. Additionally, the Note in this
surveillance is clarified to allow credit to be taken for the surveillance, due to
unplanned events, to satisfy the new SR 3.8.4.3.
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Change 6: Relocate SR 3.8.4.8 to SR 3.8.6.6. The note for this relocated SR will
be modified to state that credit may be taken for unplanned events that satisfy the
SR. Relocation of this SR is considered editorial in that it demonstrates the
operability of the battery and is therefore proposed to be included in TS Section
3.8.6 related to battery operability.

Change 8: This is an editorial change that resulted from the renaming of existing
Condition A as new Condition B and adding the stipulation "for reasons other than
Condition A."

Change 9: This is an editorial change that was the result of renaming existing
Conditions B and C as new Conditions C and D.

Change 10: This is an editorial change to SR 3.8.5.1 in that it eliminated
reference to SR's 3.8.4.4, 3.8.4.5, 3.8.4.6, 3.8.4.7, and 3.8.4.8 which were removed
by revision to 3.8.4 discussed in Change 3 above. The revision to the note for SR
3.8.5.1 is necessary to provide proper reference to newly designated SR's 3.8.4.2
and 3.8.4.3.

Change 11: Delete reference to "Cell" in LCO 3.8.6.

This is an editorial change. This LCO is intended to require and define the
operability requirements of the Class IE 250 VDC and Class IE 125 VDC
batteries, and are not limited to Battery Cell Parameters or performance.

Change 12: Relocate TS Table 3.8.6-1 to a licensee-controlled program.

TS Table 3.8.6-1 contains various levels (i.e., Categories) of limitations on battery
cell voltage, electrolyte level, and specific gravity parameters.

The Category A and B limits reflect nominal fully charged battery parameter
values. Significant margin above that required for declaration of an operable
battery is provided in these values. These Category A and B values represent
appropriate monitoring levels and an appropriate preventive maintenance level of
long term battery quality and extended battery life. These values do not reflect the
10 CFR 50.36, "Technical Specifications," criteria for LCOs of "the lowest
functional capability or performance levels of equipment required for the safe
operation of the facility."

Category C defines the limits for each connected cell. These values, although
reduced, provide assurance that sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended
function and maintain a margin of safety. When any battery parameter is outside
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the Category C limits, the assurance of sufficient capacity no longer exists and the
battery must be declared inoperable.

It is proposed that these parameter values and the actions associated with
restoration of these values be relocated to a licensee-controlled program that is
under the control of 10 CFR 50.59. This licensee-controlled program is discussed
in Change 15 below.

Change 13: Addition of specific actions to LCO 3.8.6 replacing the existing
Condition A actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limit conditions
for batteries and the associated SRs.

Specific Required Actions are proposed for parameters that have a unique impact
on the battery and its continued operability. These proposed changes provide
specific Required Actions and increased Completion Times for out-of-limit
conditions for cell voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature. These
allowed times recognize the margins available, the minimal impact on the battery
capacity and the capability to perform its intended function, and the likelihood of
effecting restoration in a timely fashion, thus avoiding an unnecessary plant
shutdown. In addition, SRs are proposed to verify that the batteries are maintained
within the established limitations.

The bases for the specific actions are as follows:

A. Condition A addresses a condition where a specific battery has one or more
battery cells with a float voltage less than 2.07 V. If a battery cell is found to
be less than 2.07 V, the battery cell must be considered degraded. Within 2
hours, verification of the required battery charger operability is made by
monitoring the battery terminal voltage (i.e., performance of SR 3.8.4.1), and
determining the overall battery state of charge by monitoring the battery float
charge current (i.e., performance of SR 3.8.6.1). These actions assure that
there is sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore,
the affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result
of one or more cells in one or more batteries being less than 2.07 V, and
continued operation is permitted for a limited period up to 24 hours. This is
considered a reasonable time to effect restoration of the out-of-limit condition.

B. Condition B addresses a condition where a battery is found with a float current
greater than 2 amps, which indicates that a partial discharge of the battery
capacity has occurred. This may be due to a temporary loss of a battery charger
or possibly due to one or more battery cells in a low voltage condition
reflecting some loss of capacity. Within 2 hours, verification of the required
battery charger operability is made by monitoring the battery terminal voltage
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(i.e., performance of SR 3.8.4.1). If the terminal voltage is found to be less
than the minimum established float voltage there are two possibilities, the
battery charger is inoperable or is operating in the current limit mode. If the
battery charger is found to be inoperable, LCO 3.8.4 Condition A would be
entered. If the battery charger is operating in the current limit mode after
2 hours, that is an indication that the battery has been substantially discharged
and likely cannot perform its required design functions.

C. Condition C addresses a condition where a battery is found with the electrolyte
level in one or more cells to be less than the minimum established design
limits. With the electrolyte level in one or more cells found above the top of
the battery plates, but below the minimum established design limits, the battery
still retains sufficient capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, the
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely based on
electrolyte level. Within 31 days, the minimum established design limits for
electrolyte level must be restored.

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for dryout
and plate degradation. Required Actions C. 1 and C.2 restore the level and
ensure that the cause of the loss of electrolyte level is not due to a leak in the
battery casing. These actions are only required if the level in the battery is
found below the minimum established level limit.

D. Condition D addresses the condition where a battery is found with a pilot cell
electrolyte temperature less than the minimum established design limits. Low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available from the battery.
However, since the battery is sized with margin, while battery capacity is
degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended functions.
Therefore, the affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable
solely as a result of the pilot cell temperature not met, and the 12 hours
provides a reasonable time to restore the temperature within established limits.

E. Condition E addresses the condition where one or more batteries in redundant
125 VDC or redundant 250 VDC subsystems are found with battery parameters
not within established design limits. Given this condition, there is not
sufficient assurance that battery capacity has not been affected to the degree
that the batteries can still perform their required function. Since redundant
batteries are involved, this potential could result in a total loss of function on
multiple systems that rely upon the batteries.

F. If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Conditions A, B,
C, D, or E are not met, or if there are one or more battery cells with float
voltage less than 2.07 V, the battery must be declared inoperable immediately.
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If float voltage is satisfactory and there are no cells less than 2.07 V, there is
assurance that within 12 hours the battery will be restored to its fully charged
condition from any discharge that might have occurred due to a temporary loss
of the battery charger.

Change 14: Current SR 3.8.6.1, SR 3.8.6.2, and SR 3.8.6.3 will be deleted and
will be replaced with the following SR's:

A. SR 3.8.6.1 will require verification that the float current for each battery is less
than or equal to 2 amps every 7 days. This is used to determine the state of
charge of the battery. Float charge is the condition in which the charger is
supplying the continuous small amount of current, i.e. less than 2 amps,
required to overcome the internal losses of a battery to maintain the battery in a
charged state. The float current requirements are based on the float current
indicative of a charged battery. The use of float current to determine the state
of charge of the battery and the 7-day frequency for performance of this
verification is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995.

B. SR 3.8.6.2 and SR 3.8.6.5 verify that the float voltage of either pilot cells and
all connected cells are equal to or greater than the short term absolute minimum
voltage of 2.07 V. this voltage level represents the point where battery
operability is in question. Optimal long term battery performance is obtained
by maintaining a float voltage greater than or equal to a minimum established
float voltage, which is established and controlled in accordance with the
proposed Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program provided in TS
Section 5.5.13. The Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program will provide
necessary actions if the battery float voltage is found to be less than the
minimum established float voltage but greater than the short term absolute
minimum voltage of 2.07 V. The Frequency for cell voltage verification every
31 days for pilot cell and 92 days for each connected cell is consistent with
IEEE Standard 450-1995.

C. SR 3.8.6.3 verifies that the connected cell electrolyte level of each battery is
greater than or equal to the minimum established design limits established in
the proposed Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program provided in TS
Section 5.5.13. Operation of the batteries at electrolyte levels greater than the
minimum established design limit ensures that the battery plates do not suffer
physical damage and continue to maintain adequate electron transfer capability.
The Frequency of every 31 days is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995.

D. SR 3.8.6.4 verifies the temperature of each battery pilot cell to be greater than
or equal to the minimum established design limits established in the proposed
Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program provided in TS Section 5.5.13.
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Maintaining the electrolyte temperature above this level ensures that the battery
can provide the required current and voltage to meet the design requirements,
since temperatures that are lower than assumed in the battery sizing
calculations act to inhibit or reduce the overall battery capacity. The Frequency
of every 31 days is consistent with IEEE Standard 450-1995.

Change 15: Addition of licensee-controlled program for maintenance and
monitoring of batteries.

This program will be based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-1995.
This program will contain the elements relocated from the affected TS LCOs. The
parameter values will continue to be controlled at their current level, and actions
will be implemented in accordance with the plant corrective action program.
Furthermore, the battery and its preventive maintenance and monitoring are under
the regulatory requirements of the Maintenance Rule, 10 CFR 50.65. This
relocation will continue to assure the battery is maintained at current levels of
performance, while allowing the TS to focus on parameter value degradations that
approach values which may impact battery operability.

All of the items proposed to be relocated within this new program will be
contained in the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM), which is incorporated by
reference in the SSES FSAR. This will make all changes subject to review under
10 CFR 50.59, "Changes, Tests, and Experiments," to determine if the proposed
changes will require prior NRC review and approval, and will require reporting of
all changes to the NRC in accordance 10 CFR 50.71(e), "Maintenance of Records,
Making of Reports."

5.0 REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

The Commission has provided standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c) for determining
whether a significant hazards consideration exists. A proposed amendment to an
operating license for a facility involves no significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not
(1) involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated; (2) create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated; or (3) involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

PPL proposes changes to Appendix A, Technical Specifications (TS), of Facility
Operating License Nos. NPF-14 and NPF-22 for the Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station Units 1 and 2 respectively.
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The proposed changes restructure TS Section 3.8.4, "DC Sources - Operating,"
Section 3.8.5, "DC Sources - Shutdown," and Section 3.8.6, "Battery Cell
Parameters" and request new actions with increased completion times for an
inoperable battery charger as well as request an alternate battery charger testing
criteria for Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5. The
proposed changes also include the relocation of a number of Surveillance
Requirements (SRs) in TS Section 3.8.4, that perform preventive maintenance on
the safety related batteries, propose that TS Table 3.8.6-1, "Battery Cell Parameter
Requirements," be relocated to a licensee-controlled program, and specific actions
with associated completion times for out-of-limits conditions for battery cell
voltage, electrolyte level, and electrolyte temperature be added to TS Section 3.8.6.
In addition, specific SRs are being proposed for verification of these parameters.

A new program is being proposed for the maintenance and monitoring of station
batteries based on the recommendations of Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Standard 450-1995, "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications." This program will be described in new TS Section
5.5.13, "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program." All of the items proposed
to be relocated will be contained within this new program

In accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92, PPL has evaluated the
proposed TS change and determined it does not represent a significant hazards
consideration. The following is provided in support of this conclusion.

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

No. The proposed changes restructure the Technical Specifications (TSs)
for the DC Electrical Power Systems. The proposed changes add actions to
specifically address battery charger inoperability. This change will rely
upon the capability of providing the battery charger function by an alternate
means (e.g., a 125 volts direct current (VDC) portable battery charger or a
250 VDC portable battery charger) to justify the proposed Completion
Times. The DC electrical power systems, including associated battery
chargers, are not initiators to any accident sequence analyzed in the Final
Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). Operation in accordance with the
proposed TS ensures that the DC electrical power systems are capable of
performing functions as described in the FSAR. Therefore the mitigative
functions supported by the DC Power Systems will continue to provide the
protection assumed by the analysis.
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The relocation of preventive maintenance surveillance, and certain
operating limits and actions to a newly-created, licensee-controlled
TS 5.5.13, "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program," will not
challenge the ability of the DC electrical power systems to perform their
design functions. The maintenance and monitoring required by current TS,
which are based on industry standards, will continue to be performed. In
addition, the DC Power Systems are within the scope of 10 CFR 50.65,
"Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear
Power Plants," which will ensure the control of maintenance activities
associated with the DC electrical power systems. The integrity of fission
product barriers, plant configuration, and operating procedures as described
in the FSAR will not be affected by the proposed changes.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

No. The proposed changes involve restructuring the TS for the DC
electrical power systems. These changes will rely upon the capability of
providing the battery charger function by an alternate means to justify the
proposed completion times when a normal battery charger is inoperable.
The DC electrical power systems, which include the associated battery
chargers, are not initiators to any accident sequence analyzed in the FSAR.
Rather, the DC electrical power systems are used to supply equipment used
to mitigate an accident. These mitigative functions, supported by the DC
electrical power systems are not affected by these changes and they will
continue to provide the protection assumed by the safety analysis described
in the FSAR. There are no new types of failures or new or different kinds
of accidents or transients that could be created by these changes. Therefore,
the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

No. The margin of safety is established through equipment design,
operating parameters, and the setpoints at which automatic actions are
initiated. The proposed changes will not adversely affect operation of plant
equipment. These changes will not result in a change to the setpoints at
which protective actions are initiated. Sufficient DC electrical system
capacity is ensured to support operation of mitigation equipment. The
changes associated with the new Battery Maintenance and Monitoring
Program will ensure that the station batteries are maintained in a highly
reliable state. The use of spare battery chargers will increase the reliability
of the DC electrical systems during periods of normal battery charger
inoperability. The equipment fed by the DC electrical sources will continue
to provide adequate power to safety related loads in accordance with
analysis assumptions. Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve'a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

These proposed changes are consistent with TSTF-360, Revision 1 (Reference 1),
submitted to the NRC by the Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF).
TSTF-360, Revision 1, was approved by the NRC on December 18, 2000
(Reference 2), and has been incorporated into Revision 2 of NUREG-1433,
"Standard Technical Specifications, General Electric Plants, BWR/4," issued by
the NRC (Reference 3).

Further, the proposed changes are consistent with submittals by Clinton
(Reference 4), Limerick (Reference 5), Dresden (Reference 6), Diablo Canyon
(Reference 7), and Comanche Peak (Reference 8) which have received NRC
approval. In addition, the issues identified in the Oyster Creek Request for
Additional Information (Reference 9), have also been addressed.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) identifies certain licensing and regulatory actions, which are
eligible for categorical exclusion from the requirement to perform an
environmental assessment. A proposed amendment to an operating license for a
facility does not require an environmental assessment if operation of the facility in
accordance with the proposed amendment would not (1) involve a significant
hazards consideration; (2) result in a significant change in the types or significant
increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite; or (3) result
in a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
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exposure. PPL has evaluated the proposed change and has determined that the
proposed change meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Accordingly, pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental
impact statement or environmental assessment needs to be prepared in connection
with issuance of the amendment. This determination, using the above criteria, is:

1. As demonstrated in the No Significant Hazards Consideration Evaluation, the
proposed amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration.

2. There is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the
amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite. The proposed change
does not involve any physical alteration of the plant (no new or different type
of equipment will be installed) or change in methods governing normal plant
operation.
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The DC electrical power subsystems in Table 3.8.4-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-- NOTE----
Conditions A, B and C not
applicable to DG E DC
electrical power subsystem.

A One battery charger on A. 1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
one 125 VDC electrical voltage to greater than or
power subsystem equal to the minimum
inoperable, established float voltage.

OR AND

The 250 VDC Division II A.2 Verify battery float current Once per 12 hours
electrical power 2amps.
subsystem battery
charger inoperable, AND

OR A.3 Restore battery chargers to 7 days
OPERABLE status.

Two batterv chargers on
250 VDC Division I
electrical Power
subsystem inoperable.

B. One 125 VDC battery 8.1 Restore battery to 2 hours
bank or one 250 VDC OPERABLE status.
battery bank inoperable.

(continued)

I

I

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 TS /3.8-23 Amendment 1,/8



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

-AC. One Unit 1 DC electrical AC.1 Restore Unit 1 DC electrical 2 hours
power subsystem power subsystem to
inoperable for reasons OPERABLE status.
other than Condition A or
B.

BD. Required Action and SD.I Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Conditions A B AND
or C not met.

8D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

GE. Diesel Generator E DC GE.1 Verify that all ESW valves 2 hours
electrical power associated with Diesel
subsystem inoperable, Generator E are closed.
when not aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

DF. Diesel Generator E DE- Declare Diesel Generator E 2 hours
DC electrical power inoperable.
subsystem inoperable,
when aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

I

I

I

I

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-24 Amendment 1,78



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltagcs whon on float chargo aro:

A. 12 V for the 125 _, ,t_ V oatio, -Ad

b. _ 258 V for the 250 V batoteoe.

is greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage.

Te7-day
FFeq~ieRGey 'e-Ret
aPr-ieaeI if 4th8
battery is oR
equalizo chargo or
haS beeR OR
equalizo chargo at
any time during tho
proviouc 21 hours

7 days

AND

14 days

I

I

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-25 Amendment 1,78



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.2 Verfy foFr ech battoy torminol nd cOnnecr: 92-damillW=_=7t

Pie '.'icioie GOFrro6iR.

Battery torminal and connection rocictanco ir:

a. g 50.0E 6 ohms; or

hk - 4nn nA nn L ^At -tl- o4 II"r ^r--

I

I

I

I

I

I

ij _ iiJi ur rl tillliti wlill illu �i1ffi;ll1;i1*1ii vul.luu
.Ze , ne- %- far -k H' .. -1ri - - - Af ahrne'.cZl

SRP 3.8..3 Verify battory colic, coll platoc, and rcke chow no 'AViual 18 rnoRthv
indicstion of phycical damage or obnormal dotorioration
that Gould potentially dor.odo bt..ory peoformanco.

SPR 3.8.4.4 Remove vicible corrocion snd verify battory coGl to coll and 418 mRthS
tnorminol connnod;ire _n-ctod-; with _nti corFroion

S R3.8..5 Vorify the battoery connection rFeictone ic48 : months

_. IOO.OE 6 ohmc fr-s rnyIgl_ cosnnRection;, nd

b The GouoaGltoed aveorago rcictaRnc for the bottrfy
i6 50.0E 6 ohm6.

I

I

I

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS /3.8-26 Amendment 1/8



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY
+

SR 3.8.4.62 Verify each required battery charger supplies its
associated batteries at the following rates for > 4 hours-.
at greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltages

a. > 100 amps for the 125V Battery at2 127V

b. > 300 amps for the 250V Battery at6255.V

c. > 200 amps for the 125V Diesel Generator E Battery

OR

Verify each battery charger can recharge the batterv to the
fully charged state within 24 hours while suDplying the
largest combined demands of the various continuous
steady state loads, after a battery discharge to the
bounding design basis event discharge state.

24 months

I

I

I

SR 3.8.4.73 -NOTES
1. The modified performance discharge test in
SR 3.8.4.86.6 may be performed in lieu of the serico test
1n-SR 3.8.4.-3once per 60 months.

I

I

I

2. This Surveillance shall not be Performed in Mode 1, 2,
or 3. However, credit may be taken for unDlanned events
that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and maintain
in OPERABLE status, the required emergency loads for
the design duty cycle when subjected to a battery service
test.

24 months

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-27 Amendment 1/8



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.8 NOTE
Thic Survoillanco chall not bo Porformod in Modo 1, 2, or 3.

Vorify battory capacity is i. 80% of tho manufacturor's
rating Mien 6ubjo-od to a Pr~ormanco diSchargo tost or a
modifiod porformanco dicchargo teet.

6O-meO~th&

AND

12 months whon
ba~e~y 6howrs
degradation or haE
roachod 85S ot
expoctod 6ovc
life-with capacitv
-1400% of
mnanufacturor'F

ANQ9

21 monthe whon
battory has roachod
85%-of the
efox thd cinic6
lifoq with sARMalitv,

I

ma n u a t u o '

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT I TS / 3.8-28 Amendment,74



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

Table 3.8.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Unit 1 DC Electrical Power Subsystems

TYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION I DIVISION II

Battery Banks 250 V 1 D650 1 D660
1 D653A (Charger) 1 D663 (Charger)

or
1 D653B (Charger)

125 V 1 D610 (Subsys. A) 1D620 (Subsys. B)
1 D613 (Charger A) 1 D623 (Charger B)
1D630 (Subsys. C) 1D640 (Subsys. D)
1 D633 (Charger C) 1 D643 (Charger D)

DG E 125 V OD595
Battery Banks OD596 (Charger)

I

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-29 Amendment 1t8



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

LCO 3.8.5 DC electrical power subsystems listed in Table 3.8.4.1 shall be OPERABLE as
needed to support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment.

ACTIONS
-NOTE-

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A4 NOTE----
- Conditions A and B nNot
applicable to DG E DC
electrical power
subsystem.

A. One battery charger on A. 1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
one 125 VDC electrical voltage to greater than or
power subsystem equal to the minimum
inoperable. established float voltage.

OR AND

The 250 VDC Division II A.2 Verify battery float current Once per 12 hours
electrical power <2 amps.
subsystem battery
charger inoperable.

OR AND

Two battery chargers on A.3 Restore battery chargers to 7 days
250 VDC Division I OPERABLE status.
electrical power
subsystem inoperable.

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT I TS / 3.8-30 Amendment 17X



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

AND

A (continued)

The redundant electrical
power subsystem batter'
and charger OPERABLE.

I

-AB. One or more
required Unit 1 DC
electrical power
subsystems inoperable,
for reasons other than
Condition A.

OR

Required Action and
associated Completion Time
of Condition A not met.

AB.I Declare affected required
feature(s) inoperable.

OR

AB.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

AB.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary
containment.

AND

AB.2.3 Initiate action to suspend
operations with a potential
for draining the reactor
vessel.

AND

Immediately

Immediately

Immediately I

Immediately I

I ___________________________________ __________________________

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS /3.8-31 Amendment 17X



PPL Rev. I
DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

AB.2.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately
required Unit 1 DC electrical
power subsystems to

OPERABLE status.

EC. Diesel Generator E 5C.1 Verify that all ESW 2 hours
DC electrical power valves associated with
subsystem Diesel Generator E are
inoperable, while not closed.
aligned to the Class
1 E distribution
system.

GD. Diesel Generator E GD.1 Declare Diesel 2 hours
DC electrical power Generator E inoperable.
subsystem
inoperable, while
aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 ------ NOTE
The following SRs must be met, but are not required to be
performed: SR 3.8.4.62, and SR 3.8.4.ik3, and SR 3.8.1.8.

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE the following In accordance with
SRs are applicable: applicable SRs

SR 3.8.4.1 SR 3.8.1.1 S-R 3.8.1.7
SR 3.8.4.2 SR 3.8.1.5 SR 3.8.1.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6

SUSQUEHANNA-UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-32 Amendment 1,t8



PPL Rev. 1
Battery GeU-Parameters 1

3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.6 Battery Gel- Parameters I

LCO 3.8.6 Battery Gel- parameters for the Class 1 E 250 V batteries and Class 1 E 125 V
batteries shall be within limits.

I

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE.

ACTIONS
------- NOTE-------- -

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. n"' or more
batteries with one or
mor~e baler' ci
paramoercnt - I thIn'1
CStegory A or B nimtc.

A I NI-Afto rI,.l -1.nfretr 6rf

_. .1 _ _ - I _ . ._ s_ ___ z- - -level ind tloat reft-age mcet
Table 3.8.6 1 Category C
lim~its-.

AND

A.2 Vcrify battery ceil
parameters meet
Table 3.8.6 1 Category C

AND

A.3 Restere battery cci-
piramaeter to Category A
and B limits of Table 3.8.6 1.

A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1

AND

A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell voltage
>2.07 V.

24 heurs

AND

Once per4 7days
thereafte

31 days

2 hoursA. One 125 VDC electrical
power subsystem and/or
one 250 VDC electrical
Power subsystem with
one or more battery cells
float voltage < 2.07 V.

1 2 hours

24 hours

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 TS /3.8-32 Amendment 1,t8



PPL Rev. 1
Battery Gell-.Parameters |

3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

B. One 125 VDC electrical B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
Power subsystem and/or
one 250 VDC electrical AND
power subsystem with
float current > 2 amps. B.2 Restore battery float current 12 hours

to< 2 amps.

C. --- NOTE----NOTE--
Required Action C.2 shall Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are
be completed if only applicable if electrolyte level
electrolyte level was was below the top of plates.
below the top of plates. _

One 125 VDC electrical C.1 Restore electrolyte level to 8 hours
power subsystem and/or above top of plates.
one 250 VDC electrical
Power subsystem with AND
one or more cells
electrolyte level less than
minimum established
design limits.

C.2 Verify no evidence of 12 hours
leakage.

AND

C.3 Restore electrolyte level to 31 days
greater than or equal to
minimum established design
limits.

D. One 125 VDC electrical D.1 Restore battery pilot cell 12 hours
power subsystem and/or temperature to greater than
one 250 VDC electrical or equal to minimum
power subsystem with established design limits
pilot cell electrolyte
temperature less than
minimum established
design limits.

(continued)

I

SUSQUEHANNA- UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-33 Amendment 1/8



PPL Rev. 1
Battery Ge4-Parameters |

3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

E. Two 125 VDC electrical E.1 Restore battery parameters 2 hours
power subsystems or for batteries in one 125 VDC
both 250 VDC electrical electrical power subsystem or
power subsystems with one 250 VDC electrical Power
battery parameters not subsystem to within limits.
within limits. _

EF. Required Action and
associated Completion
Time of Condition A B
C. D. or E not met.

OR

Ona or morn

BF.1 Declare associated battery
inoperable.

Immediately

UJLV I .L * IOTEV l Tl I Taverzage clectrol4e
tempcratur eof the
representative ccGls
not within limits.

GR

battericc with one or
moeo battery cell
parametere not within
Categry G .a31ue.
One battery on one 125
VDC electrical power
subsystem or one 250
VDC electrical power
subsystem with one or
more battery cells float
voltage < 2.07 V and
float current > 2 amps.

____________________ -L ________________________ _________________

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 TS / 3.8-34 Amendment 1f8



PPL Rev. 1
Battery Gell-Parameters I

3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Verify battery ccGl parametcrc meet Table 3.8.6 1
rtnftennrv A i;mit.

Kn^'rTf

Not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is
less than the minimum established float voltage of SR
3.8.4.1.

Th- 7 d-d

FreIuen yir-net
applicable if the
bater ;es on
equalizo chargo or
has been on
equalize charge a
any time during the
pwevieus 4dayr

Verify each battery float current is < 2 amPs.

7 days

AND

I4 day6

31 days

31 days

I

I

SR 3.8.6.2

SR 3.8.6.3

SR 3.8.6.4

SR 3.8.6.5

Verify each battery Dilot cell voltage is > 2.07 V.

Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level is
greater than or equal to minimum established design
limits.

Verify each battery pilot cell temperature is greater than or
equal to minimum established design limits.

Verify each battery connected cell voltage is > 2.07 V.

31 days

92 days I

(continued)

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT I TS /3.8-35 Amendment 1,/8



PPL Rev. 1
Battery Ceil-Parameters

3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.6 - --------- NOTE--- --------------
This Surveillance shall not be Performed in Mode 1, 2.
or 3. However, credit may be taken for unplanned events
that satisfy this SR.

Verify battery capacity is > 80% of the manufacturer's 60 months
rating when subiected to a performance discharge test or
a modified performance discharge test.

AND

12 months when
battery shows
degradation or has
reached 85% of
expected service
life with capacity
< 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

AND

24 months when
battery has reached
85% of the
expected service
life with capacity
> 100% of
manufacturer's
rating

SUSQUEHANNA-UNIT I TS /3.8-36 Amendment 1/8



PPL Rev. I
Battery Cell-Parameters

3.8.6
I

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6-2 Vcrify battcry ccGl paramotcrc mect Table 3.8.6 1 02 days
Categeoy B limits.

AND

Once within24
hours aftcr battcr;
diGchargc 110'.V
for 125 V DC and
- 220 V for
250 V DC

AND

OnRce within 44
hours aftor battcry
ovccharge 150V '

for 125 V DC and
> 300WV e~F
250 V-GC

S R 3.8.6.3 Vcrify avorago electrolyte tempcrature of reprccsntative o 2-days
coll is _ 60oF for ech Glass I E battcy.

,1

I

I

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 TS /3.8-37 Amendment 17,



PPL Rev. 1
Battery Gell-Parameters |

3.8.6

Table 3.8.6 1 (page 1 of 1)
Pattern Co11 Parameter Roauirrcmntrl I

CATEGORY A: CATEGORY C:
LIMITS FOR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE LIMITS

DESIGNATED PILOT LIMITS FOR EACH FOR EAGH
PAAMET4ER CELL CONNECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

EleGtFGl4e Levoe ~ MiRimum loevo Minimum lcvel Above top of plates,
indication-mark, and indication mark, and and not overflowing

1< inch aboVe :9 <7 inch above
maximum level faximum level
indication marta' indication martkn

Float Voltage 2.13 213 V 074 V|

Speeifi- Gravity 21.400 ! 1.495 Not more than 0.020
below average of all

AND connected colls

AveFage of all AND
connected ccls
> -1.205

AveFage of all
connected cells
1.1B5

(a) It is acceptable for the electrolyte level to temporarily increase above the specified
maximum level during and immediately following equalizing charges provided it is not

(b) Corrected for electrolyte temperature. Level correction is not required.

(c) A battery charging current of - 0.25 amp for Class 1E 250 V batteries and 4 0.1 amp
Class 1E 125 V batteries wvhen on float charge is acceptable for meeting cpecific gravity
limits.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 1 TS /3.8-38 Amendment 1/8



PPL Rev. 1
Programs and Manuals

5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.13 BatterV Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This program provides for battery restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-1995 'IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications," Including the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V. and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered with
electrolyte level below the minimum established design limit.

(continued)
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

LCO 3.8.4 The DC electrical power subsystems in Table 3.8.4-1 shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

NNOTE---
Conditions A. B and C not
applicable to DG E DC
electrical power subsystem.

A. One battery charger on A. 1 Restore battery terminal 2 hours
one 125 VDC electrical voltage to greater than or
power subsystem equal to the minimum
inoperable, established float voltage.

OR AND

The 250 VDC Division II A.2 Verify battery float current Once per 12 hours
electrical power <2 amps.
subsystem battery
charger inoperable, AND

OR A.3 Restore battery chargers to 7 days
OPERABLE status.

Two battery chargers on
250 VDC Division I
electrical power
subsystem inoperable.

B. One 125 VDC battery B.1 Restore battery to 2 hours
bank or one 250 VDC OPERABLE status.
battery bank inoperable.

(continued)

I

I
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

Ac. One Unit 2 DC electrical AC.1 Restore Unit 2 DC 2 hours
power subsystem electrical power
inoperable for reasons subsystem to
other than Condition A or OPERABLE status.
B.

8_. Required Action and 8D.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours
Associated Completion
Time of Conditions A, B.
or C not met.

AND

8D.2 Be in MODE 4. 36 hours

GE.Diesel Generator E DC GE.1 Verify that all ESW 2 hours
electrical power valves associated with
subsystem inoperable, Diesel Generator E are
when not aligned to the closed.
Class IE distribution
system.

(continued)

I

I
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

9F. Diesel Generator E DC DF.1 Declare Diesel 2 hours
electrical power Generator E inoperable.
subsystem inoperable,
when aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

EG. One or more Unit I DC 9G.1 Transfer associated 2 hours
electrical power Unit 1 and common
subsystem(s) loads to corresponding
inoperable. Unit 2 DC electrical

power subsystem.

AND

EG.2 Restore Unit 1 and 72 hours after Unit 1 DC
common loads to electrical power subsystem
corresponding Unit 1 is restored to OPERABLE
DC electrical power status.
subsystem.

lH. Required Actions and -H.1 Declare associated Immediately
associated Completion common loads
Times of Condition E not inoperable.
met.

SUSQUEHANNA - UNIT 2 TS I 3.8-28 Amendment;i1



PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.1 Verify battery terminal voltage6 Whon on float
Gha~ge a~e:

a. 2 129 V for tho 125 V battorioc; snd

b. _ 258'V fortho250V batteoge.

is greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage.

NPOTE
Tho 7 day Froguoncey ij not

applicablo if tho battor; is on
oquslizo chargo or hao boon
onoequalizo chargo at sny
timo during tho proviouc 21
hours.

7 days

AND

44 days

I

I

I-

^ -^O A w^ % #-_; . 9 - AAAA --- I4A - - -_ -AA__AA_

z.-.'. - onw Ar UzcF BaHUrY Wrmial ti& 6^HHURUHr: 9M 2ay&

NO visiblo corrosion.

OR

Battory torminsl snd connoction rocictonco ic:

a _ 5 60.E 6 ohmA; or

b. _ I O .OE 6 Ghmc 4vw ith tho GIGluted
ovorogo rorictonco for t.o bott,
< 50OE 6 ohms.

(continued)
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.3 Vorify battory colic, coei pitoc, andv racks show no 48F~e~th&
vicual indication of physical damago or abnommal
doterioration that could potontially dogrado battory

SGR 3.8.1.1 R omovo viciblo corrocion and vorify battory' coil to 18-meth&
coladtrminW rconnoctianc, a;rA nnatod withc_.. _nv _....l... .......lEar vvvWl

anti corroeion matorial.

SPR 3.8.1.5 Verify tho battory connoction roFictanco ic: 48 mRGth6

a. I 00v.OE 6 ehmc foranyigleoconnoction.

b. Tho clIculatod avorago rocictanco fortho
battor' is 56g0.0E 6 ohmc.

SR 3.8.4.62 Verify each required battery charger supplies its 24 months
associated batteriesy at the following rates for > 4
hours. at greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltages:

a) 2100 amps for the 125V Batteryat2127-.8V

b) > 300 amps for the 250V Battery at 2 255.6V

c) >200 amps for thel25V Diesel Generator E
Battery at 21V7.8

OR

Verify each battery charger can recharge the
battery to the fully charged state within 24 hours
while supolving the largest combined demands of
the various continuous steady state loads, after a
battery discharge to the bounding design basis
event discharge state.

(continued)
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.4.73 NOTES
1. The modified performance discharge test in

SR 3.8.4-8 6.6 may be performed in lieu of 4he
6eP, t~est64 in SR 3.8.4.73 one peF
60 moneths.

2. This Surveillance shall not be Performed in
MODE 1, 2 or 3. However, credit may be
taken for unplanned events that satisfy this
SR.

Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, and 24 months
maintain in OPERABLE status, the required
emergency loads for the design duty cycle when
subjected to a battery service test.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.1.8 NOTE
T-hic Suwi..'ol~c RhI ot be Po~fe~md in;
MAODE 1, 2, or3.

Vorfy battory capacity ij 2 80% of the 60 menth&
Manlufxturorc rating when 6ubjeoted to a
porformanco diechargo tWet or a modifiod
perFormance diecharge toet.

AND

12 month whon battory
shows degradation or hac
roachod 85% of oxpoctod
corvico life with Gapaci*
e- 100% of manufacturor's

AND

24 monthc whon battery hac
reached 85% of tho oxpoctod
rorwico lifo with capacity 2
100% of manufaGturorc

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

4-

SR 3.8.4.0 4 NOTE
When Unit 1 is in MODE 4 or 5, or moving
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment, the Note to Unit I SR 3.8.5.1 is
applicable.

I

_ _ _ - - -- - -- - -- - -

For required Unit 1 DC electrical power
subsystems, the SRs for Unit 1 Specification
3.8.4 are applicable.

In accordance with
applicable SRs
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DC Sources-Operating

3.8.4

Table 3.8.4-1 (page 1 of 1)
Unit 2 DC Electrical Power Subsystems

TYPE VOLTAGE DIVISION I DIVISION II

Battery Banks 250 V 2D650 2D660
2D653A (Charger) 2D663 (Charger)

or
2D653B (Charger)

125 V 1D610 (Subsys. A) 1 D620 (Subsys. B)

1 D613 (Charger A) 1 D623 (Charger B)

2D610 (Subsys. A) 2D620 (Subsys. B)

2D613 (Charger A) 2D623 (Charger B)

1D630 (Subsys. C) 1 D640 (Subsys. D)

1 D633 (Charger C) 1 D643 (Charger D)

2D630 (Subsys. C) 2D640 (Subsys. D)

2D633 (Charger C) 2D643 (Charger D)

DG E 125 V OD595
Battery Banks OD596 (Charger)

I
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DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

DC Sources-Shutdown3.8.5

LCO 3.8.5 DC electrical power subsystems listed in Table 3.8.4.1 shall be OPERABLE as
needed to support the DC electrical power distribution subsystem(s) required by
LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems - Shutdown."

APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5,
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment.

ACTIONS

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

X - O NOTE ----------

Conditions A and B Netnot
applicable to DG E DC
electrical power subsystem.

A One battery charger on one A I Restore battery terminal 2 hours
125 VDC electrical power voltage to greater than or equal
subsystem inoperable. to the minimum established

float voltage.

OR AND

The 250 VDC Division II A.2 Verify battery float current Once per 12 hours
electrical power subsystem < 2 amps.
battery charger inoperable.

OR AND

Two battery chargers on one A 3 Restore battery chargers to 7 days
250 VDC Division I electrical OPERABLE status.
power subsystem
inoperable.

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

AND

A. (continued)

The redundant electrical
power subsystem batterN
and charger OPERABLE.

-AB. One or more required Unit
2 DC electrical power
subsystems inoperablefor
reasons other than Condition
A

OR

Required Action and
associated Completion Time
of Condition A not met.

AB.I Declare affected required
feature(s) inoperable.

OR

AB.2.1 Suspend CORE
ALTERATIONS.

AND

AB.2.2 Suspend movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment.

AND

AB.2.3 Initiate action to suspend
operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel.

AND

A_.2.4 Initiate action to restore
required Unit 2 DC electrical
power subsystems to
OPERABLE status.

Immediately I

Immediately

Immediately I

IImmediately

Immediately I

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

BC. Diesel Generator E DC BC.1 Verify that all ESW valves 2 hours
electrical power associated with Diesel
subsystem inoperable, Generator E are closed.
while not aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

CD. Diesel Generator E DC 1D.1 Declare Diesel Generator E 2 hours
electrical power inoperable.
subsystem inoperable,
while aligned to the
Class 1 E distribution
system.

DE. NOTE--------- DE.1 Declare affected required Immediately
Not applicable to DG E DC feature(s) inoperable
electrical power subsystem.

One or more inoperable
required Unit I DC electrical OR
power subsystem.

DE.2.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
ALTERATIONS.

AND

DE.2.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment.

AND

DE.2.3 Initiate action to suspend Immediately
operations with a potential for
draining the vessel.

AND

(continued)
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DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

gE. (continued) 0E.2.4 Initiate action to restore Immediately
required DC electrical power
subsystems to OPERABLE
status.

OR

PE.3.1 Initiate action to transfer Immediately
Unit 1 and common loads
to corresponding Unit 2 DC
electrical power subsystem.

AND

DE.3.2.1 Restore Unit 1 and 72 hours after Unit I
common loads to DC electrical power
corresponding Unit 1 DC subsystem is
electrical power restored to
subsystems. OPERABLE status.

OR

DE.3.2.2 Declare associated 72 hours after Unit 1
Unit 1 and common loads DC electrical power
inoperable. subsystem is

restored to
OPERABLE status.
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DC Sources-Shutdown

3.8.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.5.1 --------- ----NOTE------ - -------------------

The following SRs must be met, but are not
required to be performed: SR 3.8.4.62_ and
SR 3.8.4.it3, and SR 3.8.1.8.

For DC sources required to be OPERABLE the In accordance with
following SRs are applicable: applicable SRs

SR 3.8.41 S~R 3.8.4.4 SR 3.8.1.7

SR 3.8.4.2 R3846.8.
SR 3.8.4.3 SR 3.8.4.6

SR 3.8.5.2 NOTE ----

When Unit 1 is in MODE 4 or 5, or moving
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary
containment, the Note to Unit 1 SR 3.8.5.1 is
applicable.

For required Unit 1 DC electrical power In accordance with
subsystems, the SRs for Unit 1 Specification applicable SRs
3.8.4 are applicable.

I

I

I

I
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Battery ele4-Parameters |

3.8.6

3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

Battery GePh Parameters3.8.6 I

LCO 3.8.6 Battery ell- parameters for the Class IE 250 V batteries and Class 1E 125 V
batteries shall be within limits.

APPLICABILITY: When associated DC electrical power subsystems are required to be
OPERABLE.

I

ACTIONS

pIL r!! ---- _ __

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A Ono or more battorio6 with A.1 Vorify pilot cGel oeoetrolAo loveal 1-he
onoe or Moro ba#oy coil 3nd float voltage meoo
parametors not within T-blo 3.8.6 1 Catogory C
Category A\ or B limits. limits.

AND

A.2 Veorify battory coil paramotore 24 heurs
moot Tablo 3.8.6 1 Catogory C
MiRi(6 AN9

Once peF 7 days
1heFeefteF

AJND

A.3 RoFtoro battery coll 34-days
paramotorc to Catogory A
and B limitc of Tablo 3.8.6 1.

(continued)
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Battery Geti-Parameters |

3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One 125 VDC electrical A.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
power subsystem and/or one
250 VDC electrical power AND
subsystem with one or more
battery cells float voltage A.2 Perform SR 3.8.6.1 2 hours
< 2.07 V.

AND

A.3 Restore affected cell voltage 24 hours
> 2.07 V.

B. One 125 VDC electrical B.1 Perform SR 3.8.4.1 2 hours
power subsystem and/or one
250 VDC electrical power AND
subsystem with float current
> 2 amps. B.2 Restore battery float current to 12 hours

< 2 amps

C. --- NOTE- NOTE
Required Action C.2 shall be Required Actions C.1 and C.2 are
completed if electrolyte level only applicable if electrolyte level
was below the top of plates. was below the top of plates.

One 125 VDC electrical C.1 Restore electrolyte level to A h urs
power subsystem and/or one above top of plates.
250 VDC electrical power
subsystem with one or more AND
cells electrolyte level less
than minimum established
design limits.

C.2 Verify no evidence of leakage. 12 hours

AND

(continued)
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Battery Ge4-Parameters |

3.8.6

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C.3 Restore electrolyte level to 31 days
greater than or equal to
minimum established
design limits.

D. One 125 VDC electrical D.l Restore battery pilot cell 12 hours
power subsystem and/or temperature to greater than
one 250 VDC electrical or equal to minimum
power subsystem with pilot established design limits.
cell electrolyte temperature
less than minimum
established design limits.

E. Two 125 VDC electrical E.1 Restore battery parameters 2 hours
power subsystems or both for batteries in one 125
250 VDC electrical power VDC electrical power
subsystems with battery subsystem or one 250
parameters not within limits. VDC electrical power

subsystem to within limits.

BE. Required Action and BF.1 Declare associated battery Immediately
associated Completion inoperable.
Time of Condition AA B C
D. or E not met.

OR

Ono or more battorioe with
_3 vo-rno olcrolytors E
temperatue of the
roproFontativo celle not

-OP

Ono or moro batterioc
with onR or morO battory cGel
pzlraMetWr not AWRti
Catogery C Value6.

I
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3.8.6

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

F. (continued)

One battery on one 125
VDC electrical power
subsystem or on one 250
VDC electrical power
subsystem with one or more
battery cells float voltage <
2.07 V and float current > 2
amPS.

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.1 Veorify battory oel! paramotort moot Tablo 3.8.6.1
Catogory A limite.

NOTE---- --

Not required to be met when battery terminal
voltage is less than the minimum established float
voltage of SR 3.8.4.1.

Tho 7 day FroFuoncy it not
applicablo if tho batter' i6 on
oqualizo charge or has boon
on oqualizo chwrge at any
time duAR9n tho proViouc I
day-6-

Verify each battery float current is < 2 amps.

Verify each battery pilot cell voltage is > 2.07 V.

Verify each battery connected cell electrolyte level
is greater than or equal to minimum established
design limits.

7 days
AND

144 day

31 days

31 days

SR 3.8.6.2

SR 3.8.6.3

(continued)
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3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

ISURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.8.6.4 Verify each battery pilot cell temperature is
greater than or equal to minimum established
design limits.

Verify each battery connected cell voltage is
>2n7 V_

SR 3.8.6.5

SR 3.8.6.6 -[Mt J t-

This Surveillance shall not be Performed in
Mode 1, 2, or 3. However, credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

31 days

92 days

60 months

AND

12 months when battery
shows degradation or has
reached 85% of expected
service life with capacity
< 100% of manufacturer's
rating

Verify battery capacity is > 80% of the
manufacturer's rating when subjected to a
performance discharge test or a modified
performance discharge test.

AND

24 months when battery has
reached 85% of the expected
service life with capacity
> 100% of manufacturer's
rating
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3.8.6

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

_% ^

Si- 3 Vonly battory Gell paramotoem moot ablo 3.8.6 1
Catogory B limi&s.

92-days

Onco within 21 hours aftor
battory dirchargo - 110 V for
125 V DC and :220 V for
25 V DG

Onco within 21 houm aflor
battry ovorchargo > 150 V
fL~n~r, %/ 1 p V i -.n 'n In /fnr

SR 3.8.6.3 Vorify avorago oloctrolyto tomporaturo ot 02 days
roprocontativo coG! is 2C 69oF for oach Clacs 1 E
batepy.
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Battery GeUl Parameters

3.8.6
I

t-r , I- I - ^ ^ I-- .4 -Z.
I 11]IL: JSt 1 ID litii 1 OT 1 i

. %C--O * -, '

ID"_. PX1 n
. VaROFYr 6oi i-ziamoFF8!E M-OguiFEWISnIS

CATEGOQRY A CATEGORY C:
LIMITS FOGR EACH CATEGORY B: ALLOWABLE

DESIGNATE LIMITS FOR EAGCH LIMITS FOR EACH
PARAMETE PILOT GELL CONINECTED CELL CONNECTED CELL

EleGtrlyte Level 2 MinMUimum level MIRji level Abovo top of platoc,
indication mark, and indication mark, and and not ovorfioving
_ '1 inch abovo o 44 iRnh above
maximum lov'oI maximum lovol
indication mparda indicationA mar

eat Veltage -24 ^-243 .07

Spocifi Grav$byW 21.200 .495 Not moro than 0.020
bolow avorago of all
connoctod colls

AND
AND

Aveoage of all
connoctod colls
> 1.205 Average ef all

connoctod colic
~:1.105

(a) It ie accoptablo for tho oloctrolyto lovol to tomporarily incroaro abovo tho epocfiod
maimm lovol durinFg and Immediately folloWing equalizing chargoe provido~d it Is not9

(b) Corroctod for oloctrolyto tomporaturo. Lovol corroction is not roguirod.

(c) A battory charging curront of - 0.25 amp for Clae I E 250 V battorior and - 0.1 amp Clac-

I

In 4 igh ' PaPnOcO Wnon On fioal cRairno IS tqG69nrnnio Tor mootinaR SEJOCITIC GarIvir liml6.--- -I - -- - - - -- - - - , - -- - --- -� - .- - - - - - - -- - - -1 - - - - - - -
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Programs and Manuals

5.5

5.5 Programs and Manuals (continued)

5.5.13 Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program

This program provides for battery restoration and maintenance, based on the
recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-1995. "IEEE Recommended Practice for
Maintenance, Testing and Replacement of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries for
Stationary Applications," Including the following:

a. Actions to restore battery cells with float voltage < 2.13 V, and

b. Actions to equalize and test battery cells that had been discovered with
electrolyte level below the minimum established design limit.

(continued)
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PPL Rev. 1
DC Sources-Operating

B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The DC electrical power system provides the AC emergency power
system with control power. It also provides both motive and control
power to selected safety related equipment. As required by 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the DC electrical power system is
designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure. The DC electrical
power system also conforms to the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE-308 (Ref. 3).

The Unit 1 DC power sources provide both motive and control power to
selected safety related equipment, as well as circuit breaker control
power for the nonsafety related 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV, and 480 V and lower
AC distribution systems. Each DC subsystem is energized by one
125/250 V battery and at least 1 Class 1E battery charger. The
250 V DC batteries for division I are supported by two ha~f f capacity
chargers; the 250 V DC batteries for division 11 are supported by a full
capacity charger; and, the 125 V DC batteries are each supported by a
single full capacity charger. Each battery is exclusively associated with
a single 125/250 VDC bus and cannot be interconnected with any other
125/250 VDC subsystem. The chargers are supplied from the same
AC load groups for which the associated DC subsystem supplies the
control power. Transfer switches provide the capability to power Unit I
and common DC loads from Unit 2 DC sources.

Diesel Generator (DG) E DC power sources provide control and
instrumentation power for DG E.

During normal operation, the DC loads are powered from the battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In case of loss of
normal power to the battery charger, the DC loads are automatically
powered from the station batteries.

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution System-Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution System-Shutdown."

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

B 3.8.4

BASES

BACKGROUND Each battery has adequate storage capacity to cary the required load
(continued) continuou6ly for approximatoly 4 houre. to meet the duty cycle

discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 12). The battery is designed
with additional capacitv above that required by the design duty cycle to
allow for temperature variations and other factors.

Each subsystem, including the battery bank, chargers and DC
switchgear, is located in an area separated physically and electrically
from the other subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one
subsystem does not cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There
is no sharing between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as
batteries, or battery chargers.

The batteries for the electrical power subsystems are sized to produce
required capacity at 80% of same lagdesign rating, corresponding to
warranted capacity at end of life cycles and the 100% design demand.
The minimum design voltage limit is 105/210 V. at the battery terminals.

The battery cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e. cell
voltage of 2.06 volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is the
voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging. Once fully
charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.06 Vpc. the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance however,
is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential, which limits the formation of lead
sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.2 Vpc
corresponds to a total float voltage output of 132 V for a 60 cell battery
as discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 12).

Each battery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected loads
required during normal operation, while at the same time maintaining its
battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger has sufficient excess
capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum charge to its
fully charged state within design basis requirements while supplying
normal steady state loads (Ref. 312).

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

B 3.8.4

BASES

BACKGROUND
(continued)

The batterv charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-charge
is the condition in which the charger is supplying the connected loads
and the battery cells are receiving adequate current to optimally charge
the battery. This assures the internal losses of a batterV are overcome
and the battery is maintained in a fully charged state.

When desired, the charger can be placed in the equalize mode. The
equalize mode is at a higher voltage than the float mode and charging
current is correspondingly higher. The batterv charger is operated in the
equalize mode after a batterV discharge or for routine maintenance.
Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge characteristic
accepts current at the current limit of the battery charger (if the
discharge was significant, e.g., following a battery service test) until the
battery terminal voltage approaches the charger voltage setpoint.
Charging current then reduces exponentially during the remainder of the
recharge cycle. Lead-calcium batteries have recharge efficiencies of
greater than 95%, so once at least 105% of the ampere-hours
discharged have been retumed, the battery capacity would be restored
to the same condition as it was prior to the discharge. This can be
monitored by direct observation of the exponentially decaying charging
current or by evaluating the amp-hours discharged from the battery and
amphours returned to the battery

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 5),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal and
emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency auxiliaries, and
control and switching during all MODES of operation. The
OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
OPERABLE during accident conditions in the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC power;
and

b. A worst case single failure.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 6).

(continued)
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DC Sources-Operating

B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure the availability of the required power to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA. Loss of any DC electrical
power subsystem does not prevent the minimum safety function from
being performed (Ref. 312).

The DC electrical power subsystems include:

a) each Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt or 250 volt DC battery bank in
parallel with a battery charger and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the
associated bus; and,

b) the Diesel Generator E DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt DC battery bank in parallel with a
battery charger and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant pressure
boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of AQOs or
abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of a postulated
DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 4 and 5 are
addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources-Shutdown."

(continued)
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B 3.8.4

BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A.1. A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one battery charger on one 125 VDC electrical
subsystem inoperable, OR the 250 VDC Division II subsystem batterV
charger inoperable OR two 250 VDC Division I subsystem battery
chargers inoperable (e.q., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not
maintained). The ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on
returning the battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully
qualified charger to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period.
Required Action A.1 requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored
to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2
hours. This time provides for returning the inoperable charger to
OPERABLE status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery
terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to
the minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition
(Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due
to the charger inoperabilitv. A discharged battery having terminal voltage
of at least the minimum established float voltage indicates that the battery
is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its
recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is
good assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a
premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours.
and the chamer is not operating in the current-limiting mode, a faulty
charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of maintaining
established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance
that it can revert to and operate properly in the current limit mode that is
necessary during the recovery period following a batterV discharger
event that the DC system is designed for.

If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is
an Indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity
margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery

(continued)
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B 3.8.4

BASES

ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required Action
A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as
less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now
been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the
battery float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps this indicates
there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable batterv
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage has been used (e.g., balance of plant non-Class
IE battery charger). The 125 VDC temporary battery chargers shall
have sufficient capacity to supply normal DC loads, and accident loads
(other than 1st minute LOCAJLOOP loads), while maintaining the
batteries operable. The 7 day completion time reflects a reasonable time
to effect restoration of the qualified battery charger to operable status.

B.1

Condition B represents one 125 VDC battery bank or one 250 VDC
battery bank that is inoperable. With one battery inoperable, the DC bus
is being supplied by the OPERABLE battery charger. Any event that
results in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery chargers will also
result in loss of DC to that 125 VDC or 250 VDC subsystem. Recovery
of the AC bus, especially if it is due to a loss of offsite power, will be
hampered by the fact that many of the components necessary for the
recovery (e.g.. diesel generator control and field flash, AC load shed and
diesel generator output circuit breakers. etc.) likely rely upon the battery.
In addition the energization transients of any DC loads that are beyond
the capability of the battery charger and normally require the assistance
of the batter will not be able to be brought online. The 2 hour limit
allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery given
that the maioritv of the conditions that lead to battery inoperabilitv (e.g.,
loss of battery charger, battery cell voltage less than 2.07 V. etc.) are
identified in Specifications 3.8.4. 3.8.5. and 3.8.6 together with additional
specific completion times.

(continued)
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ACTIONS AC.1
(continued)

Condition AC represents one subsystem with a loss of ability to
completely respond to an event, and a potential loss of ability to remain
energized during normal operation. It is therefore imperative that the
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential
for complete loss of DC power to the affected division. The 2 hour limit
is consistent with the allowed time for an inoperable DC Distribution
System division.

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable for
reasons other than Condition A or B (e.g., inoperable battery, inoperable
battery charger(s), or inoperable battery charger and associated
inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical power subsystems have
the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to mitigate an accident
condition. Since a subsequent worst case single failure could, however,
result in the loss of minimum necessary DC electrical subsystems to
mitigate a worst case accident, continued power operation should not
exceed 2 hours. The 2 hour Completion Time is based on Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7) and reflects a reasonable time to assess unit status
as a function of the inoperable DC electrical power subsystem and, if
the DC electrical power subsystem is not restored to OPERABLE
status, to prepare to effect an orderly and safe unit shutdown.

Conditions A-A. B, and C arei* modified by a Note that states that
Conditions AA. B and C are is-not applicable to the DG E DC electrical
power subsystem. Conditions G-E or D-F isare applicable to an
inoperable DG E DC electrical power subsystem.

BD.1 and 4D.2

If the Inoperable Unit I DC electrical power subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time to bring
the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7).

(continued)
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(continued)

If Diesel Generator E is not aligned to the class 1E distribution system,
the only supported safety function is for the ESW system. Therefore,
under this condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE actions are taken to either restore the battery to
OPERABLE status or shutdown Diesel Generator E and close the
associated ESW valves in order to ensure the OPERABILITY of the
ESW system. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for
other inoperable DC sources and provides sufficient time to evaluate the
condition of the battery and take the corrective actions.

QF.1

If the Diesel Generator is aligned to the class 1 E distribution system, the
loss of Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem will result in the loss of
a on-site Class 1 E power source. Therefore, under this condition, if
Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not OPERABLE actions
are taken to either restore the battery to OPERABLE status or declare
Diesel Generator E inoperable and take Actions of LCO 3.8.1. The
2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for other DC sources and
provides sufficient time to evaluate the condition of the battery and take
the necessary corrective actions.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the batteries
helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers, which support
the ability of the batteries to perform their intended function. -charginR
syctom and the ability of the battorios to porform thoir intondod function.
Float charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying the

continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of a battery
(or battery cel)-and maintain the battery (or a battery Gell4) in a fully
charged state while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the
associated DC subsystem. On float charge, battery cells will receive
adequate current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage
requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and
are consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the battery
manufacturer (2.20 Vpc or 132 V at the battery terminals). This voltage
maintains the battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining the
grid life (expected to be approximately 20 Vears).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.4.1 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Tho voltage roquiromonts aro coneistont with the initial voltago
ascumod in tho battery sizing GaciaLctions. The-This SR must be
performed every 7 days consistent with manufacturer recommendations
and IEEE450 (Ref. 8). HoWovor, thic Froquency is modifiod by a Noto
that allows tho FFrqUoncY to be oeondod for up to 14 days whor the
battor; is on oqualizeo haFrg Or has beoo on equalize charge ary timo
during tho previous 21 hourm. ThiS chango roeognizos tho routine 7 day
FroquoncY mus-1t bo9 oxtonded until 24 hoursFg BaGft ;an eqUa~iZe chargo is
complotod so that meaningful roWults are obtained for this SP. Tho
11 day Froquoncy is not modifiod by tho Noto, thoroforo, the SR must bo
porformnod every I 4 dayc rogaradle6 Of hoW ofteR the batteFy i6 placed
on equalize charg9.

VijUal in6poction to detect corro6ion of tho batterY cells and
cornnetion;orr moasurmront of the rsictaRnco of each inter cell
inter rack, inter tier, and torminal Gonnection With visible corrGcion,
provides an indication that there is no physical damage or abnormal
detetoatie;on that Gould potentially degrade batte 1 ' peArformance.

The connection resistance limits established for thie SR provido tv
acceptaRne limits for aRy coann;ection Where there is vWIsile sigRns f
crroFsiRn. The frst limit, if met, requires no additional actions and

ensures the derign capability of the battery is maintained. If the second
rimit is Used, the Galculated aerage roeictance for the accociated

battery determined is SR 3.8.1.5 shall be recalculated ucing the new
rocictance value. Resistance valuec vhall be measured for only thoco
conGnections Where there is visible signs of corrosion. Te determine the
average onnORetion rsictWmc, data frm the performaRne of SR
2 QA 4F: cn beR sed for unaffAetAd cnanActionr.

The FrencsWRY for these i;nspetiorn, r0hich can deatet condionslirr that
can casa pAwer lArraro du to resistane heating, is 02 days. Thir
Frequency i6 considered accoptablo based on operating oxporionco
related to detecting corroion tronds.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
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SR-384"4

Vivual incpoction of tho battery colic, coGl piatoc, and battory racks
providoc an indication of phyvical damago or abnormal dotorioration that
rosuld poteRtially dogrado batth-e porformanc Tho procncor t
phyrical damago or dotorioration dooc not roprocont a failuro of thic SR,
providod an ovaluation dotorminoc that tho phyvical damago or
doteiomtiR dooc not affoct tho OPE!RA.BIIITV of the battor' (tc ability
to porformA 14c decign function.

I

Tho Froguonc,' of this SR i6 aGoGptable bocaueo other adminitriFatiVo
controls onsuro adoquato battore porfornmanco during tho 18 month
intorval. Furthormoro, oporating oxporionco haE shown thoes
conoGrnt uuR r ally pas_ s ho Suro;llnco whor porformod at th 18
month Froguens''; thoreforo, tho Fr-ogonI i P optabi from a
roliability standpoint.

P 8. A A 4 -d j 3c .8 .1
I

'.'icual irorpetieR aRd FrGictaRno MoacuroeMonc of nt9or col!, inter rack,
intor tior, and torminsl connoctions providos an indication of phycical
damago or abnormal detorioration that could indicato degraded battory
conditio hnti corroon ator-ial is used to help onRuro good
oloctrical connoctiOnc and to roduco torminal doterioration. Tho Visual
incpoction for corrocion ic not intonded to require romoval of and
iRcpoctiGn d under roacr_.h torminal onnec;ion

Tho romoval of visiblo Ferroion ic a provontivo maintonanco SR.
The prerosRn of viciblo orrocro doos not nococrry rRprocont a
failUre Of this SR. Provided Yiciblo corrorion i; rFmovod during
porformalnca of thic Survoilianco. Tho connoction rocictanco iimitc
for this SR muct bo bolew the limitS Spesifiod in the SR. The

1airculatod avorago ro~istaRno le imt ensUro that the tetal voltago
drop arcros tho batter;c nnhncntionr ic ronritcoRt to theoe
acsumod in the battory calculations, while tho uppor limit for
batt*ry rosirtaRnc provon tc the pcsibility of battehr'' damage duo
to evorhoating of tho connection6.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.1.1 and SR 3.8.1.5 (continuod)
REQUIREMENTS

TPhe Froquonc'' of thiS SR iC aiccpbblA bocuco othorn adM tratiYo
controis onsure adequato battery performance during the 18 month
intor'.al. FurthormoroF, oporatiRn oXperi onhas ho9WRn thor.
comrpon9oRnt ucually pzic the SUeirvollarn WhnR perforrnord at tho 18
month Froquoncy; thoroforo, the FrequencGy is accoptablo from e
reliability Mtandpoint.

SR 3.8.4.62

Battory chargor Gapability, roequrooentc oro bacod oR This SR verifies
the design capacity of the battery chargers (Ref. 3). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9), the battery charger supply isFequired
recommended to be based on the largest combined demands of the
various steady state loads and the charging capacity to restore the
battery from the design minimum charge state to the fully charged state,
irrespective of the status of the unit during these demand occurrences.
The minimum required amperes and duration ensures that these
requirements can be satisfied.

This SR provides two options. One option requires that each battery
charger be capable of supplying DC current to its associated batters
bank at the minimum established float voltage for greater than or equal
to 4 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the output rating of
the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger
voltage level after a response to a loss of AC power. The time period is
sufficient for the charger temperature to have stabilized and to have
been maintained for at least 2 hours.

The other option requires that each battery charger be capable of
recharging the battery bank after a service test coincident with supplying
the largest coincident demands of the various continuous steady state
loads (irrespective of the status of the plant during which these
demands occur). This level of loading may not normally be available
following the battery service test and will need to be supplemented with
additional loads. The duration for this test may be longer than the
charger sizing criteria since the battery recharge is affected by float
voltage, temperature, and the exponential decay in charging current.
The battery Is recharged when the measured charging current is < 2
amps.

(continued}
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SR 3.8.4.6-2 (continued) I

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to ensure
adequate charger performance during these 24 month intervals. In
addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with expected fuel
cycle lengths.

SR 3.8.4.73

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DC
electrical power system. The test can be conducted using actual or
simulated loads. The discharge rate and test length corresponds to the
design duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 12.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9) and Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 10),
which state that the battery service test should be performed during
refueling operations or at some other outage, with intervals between
tests not to exceed 24 months.

This SR is modified by a-two Notes. Note I Whih Iallows only the
performance of a modified performance discharge test SR 3.8.6.6 in lieu
of a service test SR 3.8.4.3 onco por 60 months.

I

A modified porfor^ance di;scharge tat ic a; toe of tho ba-or,' Gapaci
and its ability to provide a high rate, chort duration load (usually the
highoct rate of the duty cycle). Thic will confirm the battory'," ability to
moot the r;tical porid of tho load duty cy;le, in addition to detomiF;ninR
c percentage of Fated capacity. Inltial conditions for thA modfe

performance divchargo tact should be identical to those specified for a
veF. New WvM.

The modified porformanco discharge toet is a teot of simulated duty
cyclG consisting of two difforont discharge rates. Tho frst discharge
rate consists of tho ono. mt.inute publiho rat foI the bater,' Or tho
laFgest cur^rnt loade of tho duty GYcle fellowod by a 6ocord dicchaFrg
rate which employs the test rato for the performanco discharge test.
Those dischargle ratec onRvlope the duty cycle of the cr6ire tect.
Since the ampere hours romoved by a published one minuto di6charge
ratn ramrannot a3 ut small n.rtion of tha batterx C=nnitV thn tAst rntA
-_,-1. -^" .~ h_. j n - he- r......

tod W!hat fo the perfel
GGFR~eisRg

;naice discharg I Act .itho.It

(continued)
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SR 3.8.4.7-3 (continued) I

tho results of the porformanco discharge test. Tho bvatter;yterninal
voltag for ,tho modified perFormanc edischarge toct h.oul remeain
aboye the minimum batter,' terminal oltago specified in the corsie tect.
When the battory loads after the firct minute exceed6 the porformvanRe
test discharge rate, the modified perFormaRne dichargo test is
perfAred by ist nRducting the serVice tWM, thaR adjusting the
discharge rate to the canctant current value normally used for the
perfor mance discharge test. This tect 4c t;ermrinated when the Specified
minitmrum hbatter terminal voltage is reached.

When the battery load6 after tho first minute exceeds the porformanco
discharge teM rate, the baett' capacity is ca!cUlatd afllow

O% of rated _,pa_;ty at 25,, (77nF) -

vl X (I.) ( ") 1. nr
LRated Ampere Hours J

WheFe:

K - TeMAeratuF9 Cection Factor from IEEE 150 1005

1,, - uiscname Current in amps tor n th seVRtion
.. v .

- Duraton; of , th srec-tion discharge in hour

R - Section number for each portion ef the discharge, including both
ceriGe test and performance test portions

This % of rated capacity equation uses the temperature corrected
Amper HWurS instead of the temprrnature9 crrctod discharge rates as
specified in IEEE 150 1095. It is net possible to temperature correct the
disageaF_99 re thout im-pactng the serrice tert

The SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the- Note 2 is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the Electrical Distribution
System, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. Examples of unplanned
events may include:

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS SR 3.8.4.3 (continued)

1.) Unexpected operational events which cause the equipment to
perform the function specified by this Surveillance, for which
adequate documentation is available: and

2.) Post maintenance testing that requires performance of this
Surveillance in order to restore the component to OPERABLE.
provided the maintenance was required, or performed In
coniunction with maintenance required to maintain
OPERABILITY or reliability.

S R 3.8.4.8

A battry porforManco diSchaFrg teWt ij a test of constant cur
capacity of a battory, normally dono in tho as found condition,rna'..lf DUf ivn cor.'io,-~ 10 roowt _rny swnarig ir n i~ncs caac ootorminou

FefA

by the accoptancwe t96t.

Tho test is intendod to dotormino ovoeall battery dogradation duo to ago
snd UEV90.

A batery modifid peffqrferrrnAn discharge test is derocgribod in the Basoc
for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battory porformance divchargo tost or the
modified porfommance diecharge t6et ic accoptablo for satisfying
SR 3.8.4.8; however, only the o dified performane diechargo test WMay

bo uced to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while 6atisfying tho requirements of
SR 3.8.1.7 at the coam time.

The acoeptaRnc criteria for this Survoillanco is conRitntet With IEEE 1t50-
(Rof. 8) and IEEE 485 (Rof. 11). Those roforencec rocommend that the
battery bo roplavod if its capacity is bolew 80% of the manufacturor's
rating. A rapaclty of 80% 6hows that the bah-r#Y rota of deterioration is
increasing, oven if there iE amplo capacity to meet tho load

The Frequncy fGor thiS tact ic normally 60 months. If the bater 6hews

degradation, or if the bate*ry has reachod 85% of its expected serwicc
life and rapacity is 100% of the manufacturers rating, the Su eillancI
Froquency iS roduved to 12 months. HoweVor, if the battery shows no
degradation but hac reached 85% of it6 expected service life, the
Su_.eillaoeo F7FeqUeRGv; i only reduced ts for batteries that
retain capacity 2 1009% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is

(continued)
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*1R02A4A

ndicatod, aGcordig to IEEE 150 (Rof. 8), Wh9n the battor; capait;
dropc by moro than 10% rolativo to its capacity on tho previouc
po9Forbanco toct or whon it ic 10% bolow tho manufacturor' rating. All
thoe F-roquoncioc aro 6oRnictont with tho rocommonlndatiornc ir
IEEE 150 (Rof. 8).Tho SR; ic modifiod by a Noto. Tho roacon for tho
Neoto ic that porforming tho Survoillanve would romovo a roquirod DC
eletrial power Rubc9ycto R from n rWic, porturb 4Nh Elotrical
Dvitribution Syctom, and challongo 6afety 6yctomc.

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6.

3. IEEE Standard 308.

4. FSAR, Chapter 6.

5. FSAR, Chapter 15.

6. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements,
July 22,1993 (58 FR 39132).

7. Regulatory Guide 1.93.

8. IEEE Standard 450.

9. Regulatory Guide 1.32, February 1977.

10. Regulatory Guide 1.129, April 1977, February 1978.

11. IEEE Standard 485-,183.

12. FSAR, Chapter 8, Section 8.3.2.1.1.6

I
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses in
the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume that
Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical
power system provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for
the diesel generators (DGs), emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources during
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of
the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

LCO 3.8.5 is normally satisfied by maintaining the OPERABILITY of all
Division I or all Division II DC sources listed in Table 3.8.4-1 and the
Diesel Generator E battery bank. However, any combination of DC
sources that maintain OPERABILITY of equipment required by
Technical Specifications may be used to satisfy this LCO. The DC
sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE as
needed to support required DC distribution subsystems required
OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown." This
requirement ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

The DC electrical power subsystems consist of the following:

a) each Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt or 250 volt DC battery bank in
parallel with a battery charger and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the
associated bus; and,

b) the Diesel Generator E DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt DC battery bank in parallel with a
battery charger and the corresponding control equipment and
interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated bus.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core in case
of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS The ACTIONS have been modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is
not applicable. This is acceptable because LCO 3.0.3 would not specify
any additional actions while in MODE 4 or 5 and moving irradiated fuel
assemblies.

A.1. A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one battery charger on one 125 VDC electrical
subsystem inoperable, OR the 250 VDC Division II subsystem battery
charger inoperable OR two 250 VDC Division I subsystem battery
chargers inoperable (e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not
maintained). The ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on
returning the battery to the fully charged state and restoring a fully
qualified charger to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period.
Required Action A.1 requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored
to greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2
hours. This time provides for returning the inoperable charger to
OPERABLE status or providing an alternate means of restoring battery
terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float
voltage. Restoring the battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to
the minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that
within 12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition
(Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due
to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery having terminal voltage
of at least the minimum' established float voltage indicates that the
battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of
its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours.
and the charger is not operating in the current-limiting mode, a faulty
charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of maintaining
established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that
it can revert to and operate properly in the current limit mode that is
necessary during the recovery period following a battery discharger event
that the DC system is designed for.

If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is
an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity
margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of
the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not
adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required
Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as
less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now
been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the
battery float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps this indicates
there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable battery
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage has been used (e.g., balance of plant non-Class
I E battery charger). The 125 VDC temporary battery chargers shall
have sufficient ca acitv to supply normal DC loads, and accident loads
(other than 1s minute LOCANLOOP loads), while maintaining the
batteries operable. The 7 day completion time reflects a reasonable time
to effect restoration of the qualified battery charger to operable status.

(continued)
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ACTIONS AB.1, AB.2.1, AB.2.2, AB.2.3, and AB.2.4
(continued)

If more than one Unit 1 DC distribution subsystem is required according
to LCO 3.8.8, the remaining operable Unit 1 DC subsystems may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of
CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel. Therefore, the option is provided to
declare required features with associated DC power sources inoperable
which ensures that appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS.

In many instances, this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions
is made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, and any activities that could result in
inadvertent draining of the reactor vessel). Suspension of these
activities shall not preclude completion of actions to establish a safe
conservative condition. These actions minimize the probability of
the occurrence of postulated events. It is further required to
immediately initiate action to restore the required Unit 1 DC electrical
power subsystems and to continue this action until restoration is
accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC electrical power
to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the plant
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

Conditions A and B is-are modified by a Note that states that Conditions
Aand B is-are not applicable to the DG E DC electrical power
subsystem. Conditions W-C ef-and G-D is-are applicable to an
inoperable DG E DC electrical power subsystem.

(continued)
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ACTIONS ac
(continued)

If Diesel Generator E is not aligned to the class 1 E distribution system,
the only supported safety function is for the ESW system. Therefore,
under this condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE, to ensure the OPERABILITY of the ESW system, actions
are taken to restore the battery to OPERABLE status. The 2 hour limit
is consistent with the allowed time for other inoperable DC sources that
result in a loss of safety function and provides sufficient time to evaluate
the condition of the battery and take the corrective actions.

GD.1

If the Diesel Generator E is aligned to the class 1 E distribution system,
the loss of Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem will result in the
loss of a on-site Class 1 E power source. Therefore, under this
condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE actions are taken to either restore the battery to
OPERABLE status or declare Diesel Generator E inoperable and take
Actions of LCO 3.8.2. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed
time for other DC sources that result in a loss of safety function and
provides sufficient time to evaluate the condition of the battery and
take the necessary corrective actions.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.83. Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent that
these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual performance is
not required.

(continued)
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REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements,
July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132).
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Gell-Parameters I

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on battery float current as well as
electrolyte temperature, level, and float voltage, and 6pecific gravity for
the DC electrical power subsystems batteries. A discussion of these
batteries and their OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases
for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources- Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC
Sources-Shutdown." In addition to the limitations of this Specification.
the Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program also implements a
program specified in Specification 5.5.13 for monitoring various battery
parameters that is based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard
450-1995, IEEE Recommended Practice For Maintenance, Testing, And
Replacement Of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries For Stationary
Applications" (Ref. 4).

I

The batterv cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.,
cell voltage of 2.06 volts per cell (VPc)). The open circuit voltage is the
voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging. Once full
charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.06 Vpc. the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per
manufacturers Instructions. Optimal long-term performance however,
is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential, which limits the formation of lead
sulfate and self-discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.2 Vpc
corresponds to a total float voltage output of 132 V for a 60 cell battery
as discussed In the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 5).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume
Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical
power subsystems provide normal and emergency DC electrical power
for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
identified in Table 3.8.4-1 OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the
event of:

(continued)
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APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued) a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Since battery GeUll parameters support the operation of the DC electrical
power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 3).

I

LCO Battery G49l- parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence
or a postulated DBA.

I

(continued)
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LCO
(continued)

Eloctrlyet Battery parameter limits are conservatively established,
allowing continued DC electrical system function even with CatoegoryA
asd B limits not met. Additional preventative maintenance, testing, and
monitoring performed in accordance with the Battery Monitoring and
Maintenance Program is conducted as specified in Specification 5.5.13,
Programs and Manuals.

APPLICABILITY The battery ee4- parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore, battery eeU I
parameters are required to be within required limits only when the
associated DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to
the Applicability discussions in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

ACTIONS A Note has been added to provide clarification that, for the purpose of
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable battery.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued operation,
and subsequent inoperable batteries are govemed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions.

A.1, A.2, ard A.3

With paramotem of one or moroA cowI n nrA -or moroe bArioc not within
!imit6 (i.o., Catogor'yA limitc not mot or Catogory B limite not mot, or
Gatgar, A n Bt moQt but within the Gategor,' C limtc

Specified in Tbl 1, the baQtto ic dgreadod but thoro ic 6till

tuffiiont capacsity to porfrm the Wended funtion. TheFrforo tho
affoctod battory is not roquirod to be coneidorod inoporablo 9ololy as a
F9cul of atogor; A r A 9 B imitc ns ne n ad continuod opration Ic
prFmitod for a limitod porid.

Tho pilot Gcol oloctrolyto lovol and float voltago aro roquirod to bo vorifiod
to Moot the Catogor' C !imitrb wsithin I hour (Reoquired Actior A.1). Thicr
chock providos a quick indication of tho etatue of tho romaindor of tho
ba.*ory colle. Ono hour providoc timo to inepoct tho oloctrolyto

(continued)

I
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ACTIONS A4,. A.2, aFnd A.3 (c2ontnuod)

ov ot n dS to confir m th o float ' l tago of th o pil ot cot!. On o Eh oeur is
concidorod a roasonablo amount of timo to porform tho roquirod
voeficeation.

I

Veoification that tho Catogory C limit asro met (Roquirod AGtion A.2)
providor ascuranco that during tho timo noodod to rostoro tho
paraM torc to the Gatogrey A aRd B limri, tho tebatto' is rtill capabtol
porfomming its intended function. A period of 21 hours i6 alloumod to
cAomptoto tho initial vorificstion bocauco spocific gravity moasuremontsR
must bo o th-arind for oach crnnor etod c11. Taking into- con idoration

both tho timo roquirod to porfomm tho roquirod verification and tho
assuranco that the battory coel paramotor asro not sovoroly dogradod,
thic ti o ie cORnidorotd roFa co-n bo. Tho vor;3on ir rropF o ratod at 7* day
intrtelcP w until the prameteFr aFr roetorod toe ateger, A and B3 lir;ts.
This poriodic vorifiGation is concistent with tho normal FroquencY of pilot
col! SyrBoillances

Continued operation is only permittod for 31 days boforo battory cot!
par- a netorc m -ur b rotoro-d to within ategor; A. andt B- limit Taking
into coneidoration that, whilo battery capacity is degraded, sufficiont
capacity oxists to porform tho intended function and to anlow time to fully
roctoro the batter; rcol parameteorr to normral limitr, this *tRe ic
accoptablo for operation prior to docRaRing tho DC battorioe inoperable.

A.1, A.2, and A.3

With one or more cells in one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC
subsystem < 2.07 V. the battery cell is degraded. Within 2 hours
verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made bv
monitoring the battery terminal voltage (SR 3.8.4.1) and of the overall
battery state of charge by monitoring the battery float charge current
(SR 3.8.6.1). This assures that there is still sufficient battery capacity to
perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected battery is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of one or more
cells < 2.07 V, and continued operation is permitted for a limited period
up to 24 hours.

I

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

Since the Required Actions only specify 'perform", a failure of SR
3.8.4.1 or 3.8.6.1 acceptance criteria does not result in this Required
Action not met. However, if one of the SRs is failed the appropriate
Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is entered. If SR
3.8.4.1 or 3.8.6.1 is failed then there is not assurance that there is still
sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function and the
battery must be declared inoperable immediately.

B.1 and B.2

One or more batteries in one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC
subsystem with float current > 2 amps indicates that a partial discharge
of the battery capacity has occurred. This may be due to a temporary
loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one or more battery cells in a
low voltage condition reflecting some loss of capacity. Within 2 hours
verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made by
monitoring the battery terminal voltage. If the terminal voltage is found to
be less than the minimum established float voltage there are two
possibilities, the battery charger is inoperable or is operating in the
current limit mode. Condition A addressed charger inoperability. If the
charger is operating In the current limit mode after 2 hours that is an
indication that the battery has been substantially discharged and likely
cannot perform its required design functions. The time to return the
battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a function of the
battery charger capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC
system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge
characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and
there is not adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12
hours (Reauired Action B.2). The battery must therefore be declared
inoperable.

(continued)
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ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

If the float voltage is found to be satisfactory but there are one or more
battery cells with float voltage less than 2.07 V, the associated 'OR"
statement in Condition F is applicable and the battery must be declared
inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory and there are no
cells less than 2.07 V there is good assurance that, within 12 hours, the
battery will be restored to its fulIV charged condition (Required Action
B.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due to a temporary
loss of the battery charger. A discharged battery with float voltage (the
charger setpoint) across its terminals indicates that the battery is on the
exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its recharge
cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state under this
condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge
and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is good
assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a
premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If the condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition but
still greater than 2.07 V and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, this
is not indication of a substantially discharged batterv and 12 hours is a
reasonable time prior to declaring the battery inoperable.

Since Required Action B.1 only specifies 'perform," a failure of SR
3.8.4.1 acceptance criteria does not result in the Required Action not
met. However, if SR 3.8.4.1 is failed, the appropriate Condition(s).
depending on the cause of the failure, is entered.

C.1, C.2, and C.3

With one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC subsystem with one
or more cells electrolyte level above the top of the plates, but below the
minimum established design limits, the battery still retains sufficient
capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected
battery Is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of
electrolyte level not met. Within 31 days the minimum established
design limits for electrolyte level must be re-established.

(continued)
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ACTIONS C.1, C.2, and C.3 (continued)

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for
dryout and plate degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address
this potential (as well as provisions in Specification 5.5.13. Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are modified by a note that
indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the top of
the plates. Within 8 hours level is required to be restored to above the
ton of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to verify that
there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 5.5.13.b
item to Initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations are taken from Annex D of IEEE
Standard 450-1995. They are performed following the restoration of the
electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based on the results of
the manufacturer's recommended testing the battery may have to be
declared inoperable and the affected cell(s) replaced.

D.1

With one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC subsystem with
pilot cell temperature less than the minimum established design limits
12 hours is allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available. Since the
battery is sized with margin, while battery capacity is degraded.
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a
result of the pilot cell temperature not met.

E1I

With one or more batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters
not within limits there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity
has not been affected to the degree that the batteries can still perfom
their required function given that redundant batteries are involved. With
redundant batteries Involved, this potential could result In a total loss of
function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries. The longer
completion times specified for battery parameters on non-redundant
batteries not within limits are therefore not appropriate and the
parameters must be restored to within limits on at least one train In each
DC subsystem or division within 2 hours.

(continued)
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ACTIONS
(continued)

BF.1

When any battery parameter is outside the allowances of the Required
Actions for Condition A. B. C. D. or E Catogery C limit for any connoctod
Gee, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load
requirement is not ensured and the corresponding batterv DC oloetrical
pGW9F GUIJubGYste must be declared inoperable. Additionally, ether
potentially e-trmon onrditincR, GUch a nort completing the Roquirod
Actions of Condition A within tho required Complotion Time or avorago
oloctroly tomperPaturo Of rprosontatie- ells falling beloew 60". !so-
rvru _ vixl vgvwv rsZsv w..vJ -Ar~ -Lrs. _J J T V V -A MP
�irt u�i1Iuti mr imiinrmimriirmi'.' rmtluriririu Intl �uvuciiinu L�. t]IULL[1t111 ruvxci

subvy6tom inoperable. discovering one or more batteries in one train
with one or more battery cells float voltage less than 2.07 V and float
current greater than 2 amps indicates that the battery capacity may not
be sufficient to perform the intended functions. The battery must
therefore be declared inoperable immediately.

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.6.1

TFhis SR vorifio that Gatogory A battory oel! paramoltorc arc con6irtent
with !EEE 150 (Ref. 1), which recommends regular battory inspoctions
inclFUding voltage, specific gravity, and elotrolyte tomperaturo of tpilot

collc. The SR must be porformod evory 7 days, uRlecs (aS spocifiod by
tho Ploto in tho Froguoncy) tho battory i6 on equalizing charge or has
bh8;n OR r~el;a-ing Ghaffle aR tim rle GIUA the ptrey~--iou 4 da-6 Thir
allovs tho routino 7 day FrFquency to bo oxtonded until rsuch a time that
the SR can bo proporly porfemmod and moaningful roeultc obtained. Tho
t4 day Froquonoy is not modified by the ote, Ihuc r.gaFEcc of how
ofteR the bater; is placed on equaliZing charge, the SR murt be
poep!nno U~orVOImilA.AnizerYr CrT .

Verifying batterv float current while on float charge is used to determine
the state of charge of the battery. Float charge is the condition in which
the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome
the intemal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a charged
state. The float current requirements are based on the float current
indicative of a charged battery. Use of float current to determine the
state of charge of the battery is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4). The
7 day frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.6.1 (continued)

This SR is modified by a Note that states the float current requirement is
not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float
voltage is not maintained the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4 ACTION A
are being taken, which provide the necessary and appropriate
verifications of the battery condition. Furthermore, the float current limit
of 2 amps is established based on the nominal float voltage value and is
not directly applicable when this voltage is not maintained.

SR 3.8.6.2 and SR 3.8.6.5 I

Tho guartorlY inspection Of 6pecifiG ravity and voltage is cnsictont With
IEEE 450 (Ref. 4). In addition, Within 241 hours of a battfory dischargo
- 110' V for a 125 VDC battery and 4 220 V for a 250 V.DC bat9ory or a
battor;- ovorhargo 150 V for _ 125 YDG battor, and 300 V for a
250 VDC baory, the battery muct bo domonstratod to moot Catogery B
I;rrtr. TrArieRot6, cuch a_ motoFr ta.rting t*rrsentc, Which may
momentarily cause batter,' voltage to drop to X 1 0 V for a 125 VDC
battery an dr 220 V for a 250 nrPC battery,d t don ctit-to I b-tter-
diecharge providod tho bator, teRminal voltage and float curront return
to pro trar ;ont values. Thir inpectionR ie aIs conristonAt With IEEE 150
(Ref. 4), Which roommnds 6pecial inspectioRn feliowinr a looeF
discharge or overcharge, to ensure that no vignificant degradation of the
batter,' occurs at a consequence Of uch discharge_ r orxorchargo.

Optimal long term battery performance is obtained by maintaining a float
voltage greater than or equal to the minimum established design limits
provided by the battery manufacturer, which corresponds to 132 V for
the 125 V batteries and 264 V for the 250 V batteries at the battery
terminals, or 2.2 Vpc. This provides adeauate over-potential, which
limits the formation of lead sulfate and self-discharge, which could
eventually render the battery inoperable. Float voltage in this range or
less, but greater than 2.07 VPc. are addressed in Specification 5.5.13.
SR's 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 require verification that the cell float voltages
are equal to or greater than the short-term absolute minimum cell
voltage of 2.07 V. The Frequency for cell voltage verification every 31
days for pilot cell and 92 days for each connected cell is consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8.6.3

_.. .. 
...

,-I Mir-N~ a'-AAWARAPlf~f A'!Aflir-itin Mqt SnA i'inMPn tn4MnRAPiir nt
ro8Procnttivo colic ic within limitG i; conictent With a rocommondation
of IEEE 450 (Ref. 4) that 6tatoc that the tempormtur of eloctFolYtoc 4n
roprosontativo eolls should bo dotorminod on a quartorly bacic. Tho
numbor of roprocontati'.o colic ha6 boon dotorminod to bo 10 colic for a
125 VPGD battery and 20 cel16 for a 250 '.DG bafttoy.

ILo/Wor thF r norma tApr uroch at to inhibit or roduco baettor
.tpaY. Thic SR oncuro^ that tho oporating tomp

.A-- -W-L! 1!-! ! r *ohrauro roRnaln
L__ __ I_ _ _,^,;+9;r __ ^r^+_9lz rPWliHIrH an dutCuptault Uptullriy rFriyt. I rvIi iiiili Iv WdJLU Ulm

.manufacptumor'c reocoammondationc6

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer no
physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer capability.
The Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.6.4

This Surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than or
equal to the minimum established design limit (i.e. 600F). Pilot cell
electrolyte temperature Is maintained above this temperature to assure
the battery can provide the required current and voltage to meet the
design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery
sizing calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacitv. The
Frequencv is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.6.6

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant current
capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found condition, after
having been In service, to detect any chanqe in the capacity determined
by the acceptance test

The test is intended to determine overall battery degradation due to aqe
and usage.

I

I

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.36 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

A battery modified performance discharge test is described in the Bases
for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance discharge test or the
modified performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying
SR 3.8.4.8: however, only the modified performance discharge test maV
be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while satisfying the requirements of
SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time.

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacitd
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will confirm the battery's ability to
meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified for a
service test.

The modified performance discharge test is a test of simulated duty
cycle consisting of two different discharge rates. The first discharge
rate consists of the one minute published rate for the battery or the
largest current loads of the duty cycle followed by a second discharge
rate which employs the test rate for the performance discharge test.
These discharge rates envelop the duty cycle of the service test. Since
the ampere-hours removed by a published one-minute discharge rate
represent a very small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate can
be changed to that for the performance discharge test without
compromising the results of the performance discharge test. The
battery terminal voltage for the modified performance discharge test
should remain above the minimum battery terminal voltage specified in
the service test.

When the battery loads after the first minute exceeds the performance
test discharge rate, the modified performance discharge test is
performed by first conducting the service test, than adiusting the
discharge rate to the constant current value normally used for the
performance discharge test. This test Is terminated when the specified
minimum battery terminal voltage is reached.

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)

When the battery loads after the first minute exceeds the performance
discharge test rate, the battery capacity is calculated as follows:

% of rated capacity at 25oC (77oF) =

I

I

I

K i, (In) (tn) 1 X100
[Rated Ampere Hours ]

Where:

K = Temperature Correction Factor from IEEE 450-1995

= Discharge Current in amps for n-th section

T,= Duration of n-th section discharge in hour

n = Section number for each portion of the discharge, including both
service test and performance test portions

This % of rated capacity equation uses the temperature corrected
Ampere-Hours instead of the temperature corrected discharge rates as
specified in IEEE 450-1995. It is not possible to temperature correct the
discharge rate without impacting the service test.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent with IEEE-450
(Ref. 8) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 11). These references recommend that the
battery be replaced if Its capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's
rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the batterv rate of deterioration is
increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the load
requirements.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery shows
degradation, or if the batterv has reached 85% of its expected service
life and capacity is < 100% of the manufacturers rating, the Surveillance
Frequency is reduced to 12 months. However, if the battery shows no
degradation but has reached 85% of its expected service life, the
Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that
retain capacity > 100% of the manufacturers rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 8), when the battery capacity
drops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on the previous
performance test or when it is 10% below the manufacturer's rating. All
these Frequencies are consistent with the recommendations In
IEEE-450 (Ref. 8).

The SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems.

Table 3.8.64

This tablo dolinoatoc the limits on oloctrolyte lovol, float voltage, and
cpcfic8 grvta foar throw differen ctegenrirrc. Tho eaningr~a of each
categor'y i diFcucced below.

Catego,' A dofinow the normal pammftetor limit for each doeignated pilot
cel! in each battory. Tho cGleI colected as pilot celic are thoce whoco
temperature, veltage, and eloGtroloe cpecific gravity provide an
*indation of th - of crhargs ef the entire battery.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLA.NCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

Tho Catogor'yA limits 6poGifiod for oloctrolyto lovol aro basod on
manufacturer's reoemmendatioRn ard arc rronssteRt With the guidanrr
in IEEE 150 (Rof. 4), .th the otra 17 inch allowance abeov the high
wator lovel indiGation for operating margin to acGount for tomperaturo
and chargo offoCts. In addition to this allowance, footnoto (a) to
Table 3.8-6; 1 permits the eloctrolyto !evol to be abovo the specifiod
maximum lovol during equalizing charge, previdod it ie not Gvor8Fowng.
Thoso limits onsuro that tho platos suffer no physical damage, and that
adequate electron transfer capability ic maintained in the eventW e
tranieint conditions. IEEE 150 (Ref. 1) recommends that eloctrolyto
level readingv should be mado only after the battery has been at float
charge for at least 72 hours.

The Category A limit specified for float voltage is 2 2.13 V per col. Thic
value is based en the recommendation of IEEE 150 (Ref. 4), which
states that prolonged operation ef colls below 24.13 V Gan reduce the lifo
expectancy of Golic. The Categ A Oi pefid f specifc graViY
for oach pilot Gel' is 2 1 .200 (0.015 below the manufacturerv fully
charged nominal specific gravity or a battery charging current that had
stabilized at a low value). This value Ei characterEtic of a charged coll
with adequate capacity.

AGccording to IEEE 150 (Ref. 1), the specific gravity readinge are based
on a temperature of 77oF (25^C).

The 6pecific gravity readings are corrected for actual electrolyte
temperature. For each 3nF (1.67,G) abve 7TPF (25nG), 4 point (0.001)
is added to the reading; 1 point is vubtracted for each 3nF bolew: 77"F.
The spocific gravity of the olectrolyte in a Gel! increases with a lo6 ot
water duo to eloctrolysic or evaporation.

Category B dofinoe the normal parameter !imits for each Ronnected cell.
The term "cRnnected cell" exclude6 any battery coGl that may be

jumpered out-

(continued)
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Tablo 3.8.6 1 (continuod)

Tho Catogory B limit6 rpoeifiod for oloctroIyto levol and float voltago aro
tho camo as thoso rpoeifiod for CatogoryA and havo boon di6cuccod
abovo. The Catogory B limit 6pocified for *pecific gravity for Fach

eonnoetod coil it 2: 1.1B5 (0.020 bolowtho manufacturor'R fully chargod,
nomiRal cpocif , gravity) with tho avorage of all G.nnected GelIc 1.205
(0.01 0 bolow tho manUfacturfc fUlly charged, nomiRal epcific reavity.
Thoco valuoc aro bacod on manufaeturor'e rocommondationt. Tho

minimum poc ,..ific grayit' Yafo r oqUIrod for oach col I onrureo that4 9h
offoctc of a highly chargod or nowly in6tallod coll do not mack ovorall
dogeqrdation of the battyor.

Catogory C dofinos tho limits for oach cannoetod coll. Thoso valuoe,
although roducod, provido accuraneo that ruffficiont capacity oxirte to
preFrfer tho WtAoRdAd f.inctioR ard maintaRi a maraegin of cafoet. Whon
aRy batt.ry parraotor9 it utrido the Catgor; C limits, the acranco ot G

sufficiont eapacity doccribad abovo no longor o9At6, and tho battory
must be dolaeod inRperablo-

Tho Catogory C limit cpoeifiod for oloetrolyto lovol (abovo tho top of tho
plates and nat vorflowing;) oncrror! that tho platoc ru9ffor no phyccal

damago and maintain adequato oloetron trantfor eapability. Tho
Catogory' C allowablo limit for voltage ie bacod on IEEE 150 (Raf. 1),
%which statocr that a coel voltago of 2.07 V Or below, und or float cnditiontr

andR not autod by eloevatd teMperature of the ol1, indicatoc intomlal
coil problom9 and may roGquiro col roplaeomont.

Tho Catogory C limit on avorago 6poeific gravity 21 .1095, ic bacod on
marnufaterorc roFmnrG-e9dationr (0.020 bolow tho manuRaturor'
rocArrMndod fully Gharngd, nomil rap 6cifcG graiY). In addition to that
limit, it it roquirod that tho cpocifiG gravity for oach cGnnootod coll mutt
be no lo6e than 0.020 bolow tho avorago of all cRonnoctod c-ollc. Thic
limit ornuroc that tho offot of a highly cr now coil ooc not
mnak eovorall dorladatio of tho batteor'.

(continued)
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SURV.EILLA~NCE
E_ QUR.EME.TS NGS

Table 3.8.6 1 (continuod)

Tho footnotoc to Tablo 3.8.6 1 that apply to 6pocific grayity aro
applicablo to Gatoeggr A, B, and C eGperf gravity. Fotnote (b) o
Tablo 3.8.6 1 requiroc tho abovo montioned eorroction for oloctrolyto
temprFaturo. A battor chaorgng cUrrnAt Of 4 00.256 amnp for Cla6c 4 Er 250
V bPAioriec And 0.1 Amp f la66 IE 125 V ba. oioev whon on float
chargo iC accoptablo for moeting cpocific gravity limits bocauvo
maintaining thic curront providoc an indication that tho ctato of chango of
the battory i acceptable.

Bocaueo of -pecific gravity gradionte that aro produced during the
rechargingR prrocr, drlay6 of sveral day; may occnur wAho ;aiti;ng for
the epocific gravity to etabilize. Howevor, fellowing a minor ba.*ery
rochargo (cuch as equalizing chargo that dooc not fallow a doep
di6Gha~rg) cpecifi. gr~aity radieRntc aro Rnt rigRnfIcaRt. A Stabilized

charger curront i6 an accoptable alternative to 6pocific gravity
moaeuremont for determining the etato of charge. Thic phenomonon ic
dccueS in IEE 450 (Ref. 4). Footnote (G) to Table 3.Q6: allMOws tho
float charge current to be ucod ac an alternate to Gpecific gravity.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements,
July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132).

4. IEEE Standard 450.

5. FSAR, Chapter 8. I
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B 3.8.4

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.4 DC Sources-Operating

BASES

BACKGROUND The DC electrical power system provides the AC emergency power
system with control power. It also provides both motive and control
power to selected safety related equipment. As required by 10 CFR 50,
Appendix A, GDC 17 (Ref. 1), the DC electrical power system is
designed to have sufficient independence, redundancy, and testability to
perform its safety functions, assuming a single failure. The DC
electrical power system also conforms to the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.6 (Ref. 2) and IEEE-308 (Ref. 3).

The Unit 2 DC power sources provide both motive and control power to
selected safety related equipment, as well as circuit breaker control
power for the nonsafety related 13.8 kV, 4.16 kV, and 480 V and lower
AC distribution systems. Each DC subsystem is energized by one
125/250 V battery and at least I Class 1 E battery charger. The 250 V
DC batteries for division I are supported by two 4ag-full capacity
chargers; the 250 V DC batteries for division 11 are supported by a full
capacity charger, and, the 125 V DC batteries are each supported by a
single full capacity charger. Each battery is exclusively associated with
a single 125/250 VDC bus and cannot be interconnected with any other
125/250 VDC subsystem. The chargers are supplied from the same
AC load groups for which the associated DC subsystem supplies the
control power. Transfer switches provide the capability to power Unit 1
and common DC loads from Unit 2 DC sources.

Diesel Generator (DG) E DC power sources provide control and
instrumentation power for DG E.

During normal operation, the DC loads are powered from the battery
chargers with the batteries floating on the system. In case of loss of
normal power to the battery charger, the DC loads are automatically
powered from the station batteries.

The DC power distribution system is described in more detail in Bases
for LCO 3.8.7, "Distribution System-Operating," and LCO 3.8.8,
"Distribution System-Shutdown."

(continued)
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BASES

BACKGROUND Each battery has adequate storage capacity to carry the requirod load
(continued) continuously for approximately 1 hours. to meet the duty cycle

discussed in the FSAR, Chapter 8 (Ref. 12). The battery is designed
with additional capacitv above that required by the design dutV cvcle to
allow for temperature variations and other factors.

Each subsystem, including the battery bank, chargers and DC
switchgear, is located in an area separated physically and electrically
from the other subsystems to ensure that a single failure in one
subsystem does not cause a failure in a redundant subsystem. There
is no sharing between redundant Class 1 E subsystems such as
batteries, or battery chargers.

The batteries for the electrical power subsystems are sized to produce
required capacity at 80% of Rameplate-design rating, corresponding to
warranted capacity at end of life cycles and the 100% design demand.
The minimum design voltage limit is 105/210 V.- at the battery terminals.

The battery cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery (i.e.. cell
voltage of 2.06 volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is the
voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging. Once fully
charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.06 Vpc, the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance however.
is obtained bv maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential, which limits the formation of lead
sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.2 Vpc
corresponds to a total float voltage output of 132 V for a 60 cell battery
as discussed in the FSAR. Chapter 8 (Ref. 12).

Each battery charger of DC electrical power subsystem has ample
power output capacity for the steady state operation of connected loads
required during normal operation, while at the same time maintaining its
battery bank fully charged. Each battery charger has sufficient capacity
to restore the battery from the design minimum charge to its fully
charged state within design basis requirements while supplying normal
steady state loads (Ref. 312).

(continued)
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BACKGROUND
(continued)

The battery charger is normally in the float-charge mode. Float-charge
is the condition in which the charger is supplying the connected loads
and the battery cells are receiving adequate current to optimally charge
the battery. This assures the internal losses of a battery are overcome
and the battery is maintained in a fully charged state.

When desired, the charger can be placed In the equalize mode. The
equalize mode is at a higher voltage than the float mode and charginq
current is correspondingly higher. The battery charger is oDerated in the
equalize mode after a battery discharge or for routine maintenance.
Following a battery discharge, the battery recharge characteristic
accepts current at the current limit of the batterv charger (if the
discharge was significant e.g. following a battery service test) until the
battery terminal voltage approaches the charger voltage setpoint.
Charging current then reduces exponentially during the remainder of the
recharge cycle. Lead-calcium batteries have recharge efficiencies of
greater than 95%. so once at least 105% of the ampere-hours
discharged have been returned, the batterv capacity would be restored
to the same condition as it was prior to the discharge. This can be
monitored by direct observation of the exponentially decaying charging
current or by evaluating the amp-hours discharged from the battery and
amp-hours returned to the battery

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 4) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 5),
assume that Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) systems are
OPERABLE. The DC electrical power system provides normal
and emergency DC electrical power for the DGs, emergency
auxiliaries, and control and switching during all MODES of
operation. The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent
with the initial assumptions of the accident analyses and is based
upon meeting the design basis of the unit. This includes
maintaining DC sources OPERABLE during accident conditions in
the event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC power or all onsite AC power,
and

b. A worst case single failure.

The DC sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 6).

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

LCO The DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE to
ensure the availability of the required power to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational
occurrence (AOO) or a postulated DBA. Loss of any DC electrical
power subsystem does not prevent the minimum safety function from
being performed (Ref. 312).

The DC electrical power subsystems include:

.a. each Unit 2 and Unit I DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt or 250 volt DC battery bank in
parallel with a battery charger and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the
associated bus; and,

b. the Diesel Generator E DC electrical power subsystem identified
in Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt DC battery bank in parallel
with a battery charger and the corresponding control equipment
and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated
bus.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources are required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 to ensure safe unit operation and to ensure that:

a. Acceptable fuel design limits and reactor coolant
pressure boundary limits are not exceeded as a result of
AOOs or abnormal transients; and

b. Adequate core cooling is provided, and containment integrity and
other vital functions are maintained in the event of a postulated
DBA.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 4 and 5 are
addressed in the Bases for LCO 3.8.5, "DC Sources-Shutdown."

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one 125 VDC subsystem with one 125 VDC
battery charger OR the 250 VDC subsystem batterV charger inoperable
OR two 250 VDC Division I subsystem battery chargers inoperable
(e.g., the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The ACTIONS
provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the battery to the
fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to OPERABLE
status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1 requires that
the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This time provides for
returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE status or providing an
alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage. Restoring the battery
terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established
float voltage provides good assurance that within 12 hours, the battery
will be restored to ts fully charged condition (Required Action A.2) from
any discharge that might have occurred due to the charger inoperability.
A discharged battery having terminal voltage of at least the minimum
established float voltage indicates that the battery is on the exponential
charging current portion (the second part) of its recharge cycle. The
time to return a battery to its fully charged state under this condition is
simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is good assurance of
fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a premature
shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours.
and the charger is not operating in the current-limitinq mode, a faulty
charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of maintaining
established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance
that it can revert to and operate properly in the current limit mode that is
necessary during the recovery period following a battery discharger
event that the DC system is designed for.

If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is
an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity
margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to Its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the
battery

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate
assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required Action
A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as
less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now
been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the
battery float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps this indicates
there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable battery
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage has been used (e.g.. balance of plant non-Class
1E battery charger). The 125 VDC temporary battery chargers shall have
sufficient capacity to supply normal DC loads, and accident loads (other
than 15 minute LOCANLOOP loads), while maintaining the batteries
operable. The 7 day completion time reflects a reasonable time to effect
restoration of the qualified battery charger to operable status.

B.1

Condition B represents one 125 VDC battery bank or one 250 VDC
battery bank that is inoperable. With one battery inoperable, the DC bus
is being supplied by the OPERABLE battery charger. Any event that
results in a loss of the AC bus supporting the battery chargers will also
result in loss of DC to that 125 VDC or 250 VDC subsystem. Recovery
of the AC bus, especially if it is due to a loss of offsite power, will be
hampered by the fact that many of the components necessary for the
recovery (e.g., diesel generator control and field flash, AC load shed and
diesel generator output circuit breakers, etc.) likely rely upon the battery.
In addition the energization transients of any DC loads that are beyond
the capability of the battery chargers and normally require the assistance
of the battery will not be able to be brought online. The 2 hour limit
allows sufficient time to effect restoration of an inoperable battery given
that the maiority of the conditions that lead to battery inoperability (e.g..
loss of battery charger. battery cell voltage less than 2.07 V. etc.) are
identified in Specifications 3.8.4. 3.8,5. and 3.8.6 together with additional
specific completion times.

(continued)
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ACTIONS AC.1
(continued)

Condition XAC represents one subsystem with a loss of ability to
completely respond to an event, and a potential loss of ability to remain
energized during normal operation. It is therefore imperative that the
operator's attention focus on stabilizing the unit, minimizing the potential
for complete loss of DC power to the affected division. The 2 hour limit
is consistent with the allowed time for an inoperable DC Distribution
System division.

If one of the required DC electrical power subsystems is inoperable
(e.g., for reasons other than Condition A or B inoperable battory,
inoperable battory chargor(6), or inoperable battery charger and
associated inoperable battery), the remaining DC electrical power
subsystems have the capacity to support a safe shutdown and to
mitigate an accident condition. Since a subsequent worst case single
failure could, however, result in the loss of minimum necessary DC
electrical subsystems to mitigate a worst case accident, continued
power operation should not exceed 2 hours. The 2 hour Completion
Time is based on Regulatory Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7) and reflects a
reasonable time to assess unit status as a function of the inoperable DC
electrical power subsystem and, if the DC electrical power subsystem
is not restored to OPERABLE status, to prepare to effect an orderly and
safe unit shutdown.

Conditions A B. and C are iG-modified by a Note that states that
Conditions A. B, and C are s-not applicable to the DG E DC
electrical power subsystem. Conditions E G or Q-F is-are
applicable to an inoperable DG E DC electrical power subsystem.

8D.1 and 41D2

If the inoperable Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystem cannot be
restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within
12 hours and to MODE 4 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion
Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the
required plant conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner
and without challenging plant systems. The Completion Time to bring
the unit to MODE 4 is consistent with the time required in Regulatory
Guide 1.93 (Ref. 7)..

(continued)
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ACTIONS GE.1
(continued)

If Diesel Generator E is not aligned to the class 1 E distribution system,
the only supported safety function is for the ESW system. Therefore,
under this condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE actions are taken to either restore the battery to
OPERABLE status or shutdown Diesel Generator E and close the
associated ESW valves in order to ensure the OPERABILITY of the
ESW system. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for
other inoperable DC sources and provides sufficient time to evaluate the
condition of the battery and take the corrective actions.

QF.1

If the Diesel Generator is aligned to the class 1 E distribution system, the
loss of Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem will result in the loss of
a on-site Class I E power source. Therefore, under this condition, if
Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not OPERABLE actions
are taken to either restore the battery to OPERABLE status or declare
Diesel Generator E inoperable and take Actions of LCO 3.8.1. The
2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed time for other DC sources and
provides sufficient time to evaluate the condition of the battery and take
the necessary corrective actions.

EG.1 and EG.2

With one or more DC Unit I DC power subsystems inoperable, the
remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems are capable of
supporting the minimum safety functions necessary to shut down the
reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, assuming no single
failure. However, overall reliability is reduced because a single failure in
the remaining DC electrical power distribution subsystems could result
in the minimum required ESF functions not being supported. The
Completion Time of 2 hours is consistent with the Completion Times
associated with a loss of one or more DC distribution subsystems and
will allow sufficient time to restore power.

(continued)
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ACTIONS EG.1 and EG.2 (continued) I

Completion of Required Action E.1 causes Unit 1 loads to be powered
from a Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystem. Although the
corresponding Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems are evaluated for
this condition, the CONDITION violates a design commitment to
maintain DC power separation between units. To minimize the time this
condition exists, Required Action E.2 directs power to be restored to the
corresponding Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystem, which restores
power to the common loads, or requires that the Unit 1 and common
loads be declared inoperable. The Completion Time of 72 hours
provides sufficient time to restore power and acknowledges the fact that
the condition, although not consistent with all design requirements,
maintains all required safety systems available.

-H.1

If Unit 1 and common loads required to support Unit 2 cannot be
transferred to corresponding Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystem
when Unit 1 DC sources are inoperable; or, cannot be transferred back
to a Unit 1 DC source when the Unit 1 DC source becomes
OPERABLE, the associated loads may be incapable of performing their
intended function and must be declared inoperable immediately.

I

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8.4.1

Verifying battery terminal voltage while on float charge for the batteries
helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers, which sunport
the ability of the batteries to perform their intended function. charging
systom and tho ability of tho battorioc to porform thoir intondod function.
-Float charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying the
continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses of a battery
(Or battery -Gol)- and maintain the battery (or a battery oell- in a fully
charged state- while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the
associated DC subsystem. On float charge, battery cells will receive
adequate current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage
requirements are based on the nominal design voltage of the battery and
are consistent with the minimum float voltage established by the batterv
manufacturer (2.20 VPc or 132 V at the battery terminals). This voltage
maintains the battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining the
grid life (expected to be approximately 20 vears). The veltage
roquiromonts sro eoncictont with tho initial voltagoc accumod in tho
battory rIzing cal-ulationcr. The SR must be performed every 7 days
consistent with manufacturer recommendations and IEEE450 (Ref. 8).
Howo9or, thir FCrqueRn' ic modified by a Noto that allokc tht
Froquency to bo oxondod for up to 11 dayc whon tho battory it on
equalize Ghago or has boonr on oeualize Gharng any time durRng tho
proviou 241 houm. Thic chango roFogngios tho routino 7 day
FroguncRrY mUM be oed ovton9Ad uintil 241 hn rA after a^n oqualize cha ro it
omprlotd rto that me aningfuI rocltc aro obtained for thi6 SR. Tho
11 day Froquency i6 not modifiod by tho Note, thoroforo, the SR muMt bo
porfommod ovory 11 dayv rogardlosv of how ofton the battorY is plavod
on equalize charge.

SR-3&4.4

Vicual i npoctior to dotoeet crrcieon Of tho battor; clIc anrd
I . . .

connoctionG; or, measurement ot te roeietancR ot oach intor coil,
entor rFack, Wetr tier and tormnal con-Anection-jith v16iblo corrosion,

pomyidea an RAind;iaor that thoro ic rn PhYcical damago Or abnormal

I

dotorioration that culkd potetially oG1 do IbItter p e__maRGe.
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SR 3.8.1.2 (Gontinued)

Tho connotion rosictanco iimitc ostablichod for thic SR provido two
accoptanco limits for any connoction whoro thoro ic viciblo cignc of
corroc:on. Tho Arct Iimit, if Met, rog:roc no additioRal aciornc and
encuroc tho docign capability of the battor;y i maintainod. If tho co-ond
limit ic uced, tho calvulatod avorago rocictanco for tho accocGatod
battory dtorminord Is SR .8..5Q rchall h rocalculItod Ucng tho Rnw
rovitvnc vvalu,.. Rocicanc. vaivoc chall bo moeacurod for onvly thoco
connoctione whoro thoro ic \visiblo cignc of corrocion. To dotormino tho
avyorago conRno+Cin rocc6tanRo, data fromw th* perforanc; ot

SR 3.8.1.5 can ho ucod for unaffAotod connocRtionc.

Tho FrouonRcY for thoco48 ineporion, Which can dotoct .onrditioRn that
can; CaUEO powor locEOE duo to recistanco hoating, i6 02 day6. Thic
Froquoncy jI vonsidorod accoptablo basod on oporating oxporionco
rol1ated to dotoctina crro^ion trondr.

I

Vicual incpoction of tho battery colic, coGl platos, and battory rackc
prov-idoc aR nldication of physc;al damago or abnormal detorgor^a;ti that
Gould potnetially degrade batty poderformanco. Tho proFon9RGoo
phycical damago or dotAriorstion doos not roprocont a failura of thic SR,
providod an ovaluation dotorminoc that tho phy6ical damago or
doltorioration door Rnt Affot thA QPERA\ RLITV of the battery (itc abilty
to porform ite docign function).

Tho Froguoncy Of hIc SR ic aeoptablo bocaUco otheFr admn:ictri§atiye
Gontroic oncuro adequato battory porformanco during tho 18 month
intorFal. Furthomnoro, oporating oxporionco hac chown thoco
Gomrponnte uculafy pacr the Suoillanreo wheon perfrfmod at the
1 8 monAth Frogquoncy; th9rforo, tho -FroGuency is acceptablo from a
roliability rtandpoint.

(continued)
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(GORlinwed)

SR 3 RA 4 nmdl SRR A R4_

'.'icual inspertARo andl resstancer measurements of in;tr cell, inter rark,
intor tior, and torainal connoctions provides an indication of physical
damag o or bnormal dotororat;on that could indicate doFraded bafttry
condition. Tho anti corrosion matorial iC uWod to holp onsuro good
oloctrical cAnnoctiAns and to roduso terminal detoriorstion. Tho Yi.ual
inspoction for ren-erion is Rot Wntendd to roqUir roemoval of aRd
lGpoction undor osch torminal connection.

Tho romovWal of vi;iblA crrosion iR is a prevntive maitenance
SR. Tho pFroonc o of isrlrron de t nRcesearli
roprosont a failuro of this SR provided visiblo corroeion is

m dr perForaFnce of this Survoillanco The
connection rosiStanco limits for this SRR m, ust bo bolow the limits
cpocifiod in tho SR. Tho calculatod avorage rosictance limits
encros that the total voltage drop across6 the battery
connoction6 is conrsistent to thoco assumod in tho battory
calculations, while the uppor limit for battery rosistanwo provonts
the possibility of batter' dicchargo duo to eyorheating of the

The FFreqUncY of thS SR 1r aGcoptab!o bocause other administrativo
controlso6 eure adequato battory porformanco duOriR the 18 month
interval. F rhormoro oprrating eXP

cormpnrnts usualel aee the SUCirV
18 month Frequency; thoroforo, tho
roliability standpoint.

orionce has shown those
Hlanc when performed at thme
Frequency is acceptable from a

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.8.4.62

Battery charger capability roquiromonte are bhasd on This SR verifies
the design capacity of the battery chargers (Ref. 3). According to
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9), the battery charger supply is required
recommended to be based on the largest combined demands of the
various steady state loads and the charging capacity to restore the
battery from the design minimum charge state to the fully charged state,
irrespective of the status of the unit during these demand occurrences.
The minimum required amperes and duration ensures that these
requirements can be satisfied.

I

This SR provides two options. One option requires that each battery
charger be capable of supplying DC current to its associated batter
bank at the minimum established float voltage for greater than or equal
to 4 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the output rating of
the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger
voltage level after a response to a loss of AC power. The time period is
sufficient for the charger temperature to have stabilized and to have
been maintained for at least 2 hours.

The other option requires that each battery charger be capable of
recharging the battery bank after a service test coincident with supplying
the largest coincident demands of the various continuous steady state
loads (irrespective of the status of the plant during which these
demands occur). This level of loading may not normally be available
following the battery service test and will need to be supplemented with
additional loads. The duration for this test may be longer than the
charger sizing criteria since the battery recharge Is affected by float
voltage, temperature, and the exponential decay in charging current.
The battery is recharged when the measured charging current is < 2
amps.

The Frequency is acceptable, given the unit conditions required to
perform the test and the other administrative controls existing to
ensure adequate charger performance during these 24 month
intervals. In addition, this Frequency is intended to be consistent with
expected fuel cycle lengths.

(continued)
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(continued)

SR 3.8.4.73 I

A battery service test is a special test of the battery's capability, as
found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DC
electrical power system. The test can be conducted using actual or
simulated loads. The discharge rate and test length corresponds to the
design duty cycle requirements as specified in Reference 12.

The Frequency of 24 months is consistent with the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.32 (Ref. 9) and Regulatory Guide 1.129 (Ref. 10),
which state that the battery service test should be performed during
refueling operations or at some other outage, with intervals between
tests not to exceed 24 months.

This SR is modified by awo Notes. Note 1 whieh allows only the
performance of a modified performance discharge test SR 3.8.6.6 in lieu
of a service test SR 3.8.4.30nco por 60 monthc.

A modiefd pornfomanco dicchaFrg teot ic a toct of tho battery csapacsi
and its ability to provido a high rato, rhort duration load (ucually tho
highoct rato of tho duty cyclo). Thic will GAnfirm tho battory'c ability to
moot the rritical poreod of hylo, in addition to dotormining
it porcentago of ratod capacity. Initial conditione for tho modifiod
porforbmano dircharge test 6hould bo idRontial to thoo Gpecifoed for a
6eViGe WtM.

Tho modifiod porformanco discharge tost ic a test of simulatod duty
cyloe cncrirting of to dirt dechrg rato. Tho first dircchargo
rate Goncictc of tho ono minuto publishod rato for tho battory or the
largoet current loadv of tho duty cyclo followed by a scoGnd diccharge
rato Which omeploy6 tho toct rato for tho porformanco dichargo test.
Thoco dicchargo rates onvolepe the duty cyclo of the cerAic 1o6t

Sinco tho amporo hours romovod by a publichod ono minuto
discharge rate ropesreon a voa ' symall portion of the battor' capacit
th terot rato can b chaRnged to that for tho porformanco dicchargo
test w.Athout compromiing the rosults of tho porformanco di6chargo
tost. Tho battory torminal voltago for-the modified porformancc
diechaFrg tost should F romain h-abvo tho minimum battory tormn~al
voltage specif ed In tho rer- co tost.

(continued)
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S U1RVErILL-1A.NGE
P2rlfl 1IRF-~mFh'TR

6G9RYAWR

Whor tho hb*attor lodc aftFor the fir6t mirnut o-xco^de tho perftmaRGn_
toct dicchargo rato, tho modifiod performanco dicchargo toet Ic
perforfnmed by Aft crodwzting *he cor'ic tWMt, theR auctin the
di6chargo rFte to tho Geotr nt AurrFnt vYlun19 3 u6od for tho
performanco di6chvirgo toct. Thic tost -i torminatod when tho cpocifiod
minimum battory tommin al voltage is reachod.

Whon the battery leade sftor tho firet minute oxcoode tho porformanco
dicharg toMt rate, the batteor' capacity ic caIcUlatod ac- folloswe

°6 of ratod capacity at 25,C (77nF) -

r, [ r (In ) (tn .n
Rated Ampere Hours

Where:

I

., _
s f | | A X A A _

K - inmnnritiirn �7orrnctiAn �ir�tnrTrnm IFFF 1�-'J �iJIh

_ ,X, L _ _ . I . _ . ..,
4L-- luGR2Fnira 6Urronl In zimPc !OF R in cctIon
sT

t - Duratior of n th cotnion diecharge in hour

n - Section numbor for oach portion of tho divchargo, including both
rvice tMac aRd porufrrfnano WM portincr

Thic % of ratod capacity equation uoes tho temperaturoe orrocted
Ampore lours inctoad of tho temperature -orroctod di6chargo ratoc as
rpeified in IEEE 1 450 1005. It ic rot P^cribo to tomporatue eorrect the
dichargo rto Ftwithout impacting the 69/ico tWt.

(continued)
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SR 3.8.4.7-3 (continued)

The SR is modified by a NoeoThe reason for the-Note 2 is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the Electrical Distribution
System, and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy the Surveillance. Examples of unplanned
events may include:

I

I

1. Unexpected operational events which cause the equipment to
perform the function specified by this Surveillance, for which
adequate documentation is available: and

2. Post maintenance testing that requires performance of this
Surveillance in order to restore the component to OPERABLE,
provided the maintenance was required, or performed in coniunction
with maintenance required to maintain OPERABILITY or reliability.

s9 3.84.8

A baheory porformancR; r dicharg tort iM ^ toct of GoAntart curront
capacity of a battory, normally done in tho aS found condition, aftor
havIng boon in reon;i^, to dotoct ny chango in the capacity determinod
by the acceptance ot. Tho rtct it nto ldod to; dAtorMin oorAalI bafL
dogradation duo to ago and UEa90.

A battry moedifiod porformanco dirchargo tect i; deAsribod in tho Bare%
for SR 3.8.1.7. Eithor the battory porformaneo ditchharge toct ortho
modified porformrncRAo d-Ghar~g tet WM ic aoptabl for 6atitfyiRn
SR .. Q w , onily theo Fodifiod porvfomanoe dich;arg9e tot mayg
ho I rd to -atitfy SR 3.8 4 A QWhilo catiYfing the requiriemot ?f

SR 3.8.1.7 at the eamo time.

TheaccoptaneGoriteria for thir Survoillance is concietAnt with IEEE 150

(Ref. 8) and IEEE 185 (Rof. 11). Thoeo reforonvc rFeGommend that tho
baftery o rbplaced if F capacity is below 80% of tho ma^nufaturF!R
rating. A capacity of 80% 6hoe that the battery rAto of dotor;IrAation i;
incroasing, oven if thoro it ample capacity to moot tho load
FegUireMeRt~z-

(continued)
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SR 3.8.4.8 (GGntinuod) I

Tho FroquoncRY for thir trt ir norsmally 60 mnRthr. If thN battr; shows
dogradation, or if tho battory haE roachod 85-/v of its oxpoctod sor ico
lifo and capacit'' is 4 100% of tho manufacturor'c ratingi, tho Survoillanco
rFroquoncY IS Fedurcod to 1 2 mon-ths.. HGY

L srvv ._. vvv .v ,_ v n _. _, -
VE)YEr if tho battore' rshAos no

I lW^. . vv *...v £L.... .-- r .rw_ -
Ut)!FdadHllF1 kbit ildb Froaclta tS00 OT IIC tJ~jpOCtIOt tl;OIW ITs IHUM w

Survoillan.o F.roquonsy is only rducod to 21 monthrs for b-Atonvc that
rotain capacity h 1 00% of tho anRufactul ratin Dgrradation ie
indicatoed, aGcerdng to CCEE 450 (Rof. 8), whon Fho bhe or' chapaciy
droIpsb Fby, moro 1haR 1 0%A rol`AVo toits6 Gapac' on tho p rovious *
porfonnanco tost or whon it is 10%A bolow the manufacturoes rating. All
thoso FroquniosR ie^ ame nsRic:tont With thA rocommondatinr s in
IEEE 150 (Ref. 8).

Tho SR is modifiod by a Noto. Tho roason for tho Noto is that
prefrmingn tho Sur.o;illana would roFoeo a roquirod DC oloctrica

powor subsystom from sorvico, porturb tho Eloctrical Distribution
gSrctm, aRd challonRg 6afoety ysetoms-

SR 3.8.4.94

This Surveillance is provided to direct that Surveillances for the Unit 1
DC sources required to support Unit 2 are govemed by the Unit 2
Technical Specifications. When Unit 1 DC Sources are required to be
Operable to support Unit 2, the Unit 1 Surveillances must be met.
Performance of a Unit I Surveillance at the specified Frequency will
satisfy Unit 2 requirements.

When Unit 1 is in MODE 4 or 5 or moving irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment, a Note to SR 3.8.5.1 specifies that some
SRs are required to be met but do not have to be performed. The Note
to Unit 2 SR 3.8.5.1 states that the Note to Unit 1 SR 3.8.2.1 is
applicable if Unit 1 is in MODE 4 or 5. This ensures that Unit 2
Technical Specifications do not require a Unit 1 SR to be performed,
when the Unit 1 Technical Specifications does not require performance
of a Unit 1 SR.

(continued)
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B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.5 DC Sources-Shutdown

BASES

BACKGROUND A description of the DC sources is provided in the Bases for LCO 3.8.4,
"DC Sources-Operating."

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident and transient analyses in
the FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume that
Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical
power system provides normal and emergency DC electrical power for
the diesel generators (DGs), emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation.

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and the requirements for the
supported systems' OPERABILITY.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum DC electrical power sources during
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies
ensures that:

a. The facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling
condition for extended periods;

b. Sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for
monitoring and maintaining the unit status; and

c. Adequate DC electrical power is provided to mitigate events
postulated during shutdown, such as an inadvertent draindown of
the vessel or a fuel handling accident.

LCO 3.8.5 is normally satisfied by maintaining the OPERABILITY of all
Division I or all Division II DC sources listed in Table 3.8.4-1 and the
Diesel Generator E battery bank. However, any combination of DC
sources that maintain OPERABILITY of equipment required by
Technical Specifications may be used to satisfy this LCO. The DC
sources satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement (Ref. 3).

(continued)
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LCO The DC electrical power subsystems are required to be OPERABLE as
needed to support required DC distribution subsystems required
OPERABLE by LCO 3.8.8, "Distribution Systems-Shutdown." This
requirement ensures the availability of sufficient DC electrical power
sources to operate the unit in a safe manner and to mitigate the
consequences of postulated events during shutdown (e.g., fuel handling
accidents and inadvertent reactor vessel draindown).

The DC electrical power subsystems consist of the following:

a. each Unit 2 and Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystem identified in
Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt or 250 volt DC battery bank in
parallel with a battery charger and the corresponding control
equipment and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the
associated bus; and,

b. the Diesel Generator E DC electrical power subsystem identified
in Table 3.8.4-1 including a 125 volt DC battery bank in parallel
with a battery charger and the corresponding control equipment
and interconnecting cabling supplying power to the associated
bus.

APPLICABILITY The DC electrical power sources required to be OPERABLE in
MODES 4 and 5 and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in
the secondary containment provide assurance that:

a. Required features to provide adequate coolant inventory makeup
are available for the irradiated fuel assemblies in the core in case
of an inadvertent draindown of the reactor vessel;

b. Required features needed to mitigate a fuel handling accident are
available;

c. Required features necessary to mitigate the effects of events that
can lead to core damage during shutdown are available; and

d. Instrumentation and control capability is available for monitoring
and maintaining the unit in a cold shutdown condition or refueling
condition.

The DC electrical power requirements for MODES 1, 2, and 3 are
covered in LCO 3.8.4.

(continued)
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ACTIONS The ACTIONS have been modified by a Note stating that LCO 3.0.3 is
not applicable. This is acceptable because LCO 3.0.3 would not specify
any additional actions while in MODE 4 or 5 and moving irradiated fuel
assemblies.

A.1. A.2, and A.3

Condition A represents one 125 VDC subsystem with one 125 VDC
battery charger OR the 250 VDC Division II subsystem battery charger
inoperable OR two 250 VDC Division I subsystem battery chargers
inoperable (e.g.. the voltage limit of SR 3.8.4.1 is not maintained). The
ACTIONS provide a tiered response that focuses on returning the batterv
to the fully charged state and restoring a fully qualified charger to
OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Required Action A.1
requires that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than or
equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. This time
provides for returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE status or
providing an alternate means of restoring battery terminal voltage to
greater than or equal to the minimum established float voltage.
Restoring the battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that within
12 hours, the battery will be restored to its fully charged condition
(Required Action A.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due
to the charger inoperability. A discharged battery having terminal voltage
of at least the minimum established float voltage indicates that the
battery is on the exponential charging current portion (the second part) of
its recharge cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state
under this condition is simply a function of the amount of the previous
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery.

(continued)
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ACTIONS A.1. A.2, and A.3 (continued)

If established battery terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater
than or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours.
and the charger is not operating in the current-limitinq mode, a faulty
charger is indicated. A faulty charger that is incapable of maintaining
established battery terminal float voltage does not provide assurance that
it can revert to and operate properly in the current limit mode that is
necessary during the recovery period following a battery discharger event
that the DC system is designed for.

If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is
an indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity
margins will be reduced. The time to return the battery to its fully
charged condition in this case is a function of the battery charger
capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC system, the
amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of
the battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not
adequate assurance that it can be recharged within 12 hours (Required
Action A.2).

Required Action A.2 requires that the battery float current be verified as
less than or equal to 2 amps. This indicates that, if the battery had been
discharged as the result of the inoperable battery charger, it has now
been fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 12 hour period the
battery float current is not less than or equal to 2 amps this indicates
there may be additional battery problems and the battery must be
declared inoperable.

Required Action A.3 limits the restoration time for the inoperable battery
charger to 7 days. This action is applicable if an alternate means of
restoring battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum
established float voltage has been used (e.g., balance of plant non-Class
IE battery charger). The 125 VDC temporary battery chargers shall
have sufficient capacitv to supply normal DC loads, and accident loads
(other than 15 minute LOCAILOOP loads), while maintaining the
batteries operable. The 7 day completion time reflects a reasonable time
to effect restoration of the qualified batter charger to operable status.

(continued)
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ACTIONS AB.1, AB.2.1, AB.2.2, AB2.3, and AB.2.4
(continued)

If more than one Unit 2 DC distribution subsystem is required according
to LCO 3.8.8, the remaining operable Unit 2 DC subsystems may be
capable of supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of
CORE ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel. Therefore, the option is provided to
declare required features with associated DC power sources inoperable
which ensures that appropriate restrictions are implemented in
accordance with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS.

In many instances, this option may involve undesired administrative
efforts. Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is
made (i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated
fuel assemblies, and any activities that could result in inadvertent
draining of the reactor vessel). Suspension of these activities shall not
preclude completion of actions to establish a safe conservative
condition. These actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of
postulated events. It is further required to immediately initiate action to
restore the required Unit 2 DC electrical power subsystems and to
continue this action until restoration is accomplished in order to provide
the necessary DC electrical power to the plant safety systems.

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the plant
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

Conditions A and B are i&-modified by a Note that states that Conditions
A and B are is-not applicable to the DG E DC electrical power
subsystem. Conditions B-C and G-D are applicable to an inoperable
DG E DC electrical power subsystem.

(continued)
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(continued)

If Diesel Generator E is not aligned to the class I E distribution system,
the only supported safety function is for the ESW system. Therefore,
under this condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE, to ensure the OPERABILITY of the ESW system, actions
are taken to restore the battery to OPERABLE status. The 2 hour limit
is consistent with the allowed time for other inoperable DC sources that
result in a loss of safety function and provides sufficient time to evaluate
the condition of the battery and take the corrective actions.

GD.|

If the Diesel Generator E is aligned to the class 1 E distribution system,
the loss of Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem will result in the
loss of a on-site Class 1 E power source. Therefore, under this
condition, if Diesel Generator E DC power subsystem is not
OPERABLE actions are taken to either restore the battery to
OPERABLE status or declare Diesel Generator E inoperable and take
Actions of LCO 3.8.2. The 2 hour limit is consistent with the allowed
time for other DC sources that result in a loss of safety function and
provides sufficient time to evaluate the condition of the battery and take
the necessary corrective actions.

DEJ

The Unit 1 DC subsystems supporting Unit 2 that remain OPERABLE
with one or more Unit 1 DC power sources inoperable may be capable
of supporting sufficient required features to allow continuation of CORE
ALTERATIONS, fuel movement, and operations with a potential for
draining the reactor vessel. Therefore, the option is provided to declare
required features with associated DC power sources inoperable which
ensures that appropriate restrictions are implemented in accordance
with the affected system LCOs' ACTIONS.

Condition D is modified by a Note that states that Condition D is not
applicable to the DG E DC electrical power subsystem. Condition B
or C is applicable to an inoperable DG E DC electrical power
subsystem.

(continued)
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ACTIONS DE.2.1, DE.2.2. QE.2.3. and QE.2.4|
(continued)

In many instances, the option of declaring individual supported
equipment inoperable may involve undesired administrative efforts.
Therefore, the allowance for sufficiently conservative actions is made
(i.e., to suspend CORE ALTERATIONS, movement of irradiated fuel
assemblies, and any activities that could result in inadvertent draining of
the reactor vessel). Suspension of these activities shall not preclude
completion of actions to establish a safe conservative condition. These
actions minimize the probability of the occurrence of postulated events.
It is further required to immediately initiate action to restore the required
Unit 1 DC electrical power subsystems and to continue this action until
restoration is accomplished in order to provide the necessary DC
electrical power to the plant safety systems.

IE.3.1, DE.3.2.1, and DE.3.2.2

The option to transfer required common loads to an OPERABLE Unit 2
DC electrical power subsystem ensures required power will be
restored. However, although the corresponding Unit 2 DC electrical
power subsystems are evaluated for this condition, this violates a
design commitment to maintain DC power separation between units.
To minimize the time this condition exists, Required Action D.3.2 directs
that power supply be restored to the corresponding Unit 1 DC electrical
power subsystem, which restores power to the common loads, or
requires that the Unit 1 and common loads are declared inoperable.
The Completion Time of 72 hours provides sufficient time to restore
power and acknowledges the fact that the condition, although not
consistent with design requirements, maintains all required safety
systems available.

DE.1, 0E.2.1, DE.2.2, GE.2.3, 4E.2.4, 0E.3.1, DE.3.2.1, and DE.3.2.2

The Completion Time of immediately is consistent with the required
times for actions requiring prompt attention. The restoration of the
required DC electrical power subsystems should be completed as
quickly as possible in order to minimize the time during which the plant
safety systems may be without sufficient power.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.5.1
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.5.1 requires performance of all Surveillances required by
SR 3.8.4.1 through SR 3.8.4.83. Therefore, see the corresponding
Bases for LCO 3.8.4 for a discussion of each SR.

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is to preclude
requiring the OPERABLE DC sources from being discharged below
their capability to provide the required power supply or otherwise
rendered inoperable during the performance of SRs. It is the intent that
these SRs must still be capable of being met, but actual performance is
not required.

SR 3.8.5.2

This Surveillance is provided to direct that Surveillances for the Unit 1
DC sources required to support Unit 2 are governed by the Unit 2
Technical Specifications. When Unit 1 DC Sources are required to be
Operable to support Unit 2, the Unit I Surveillances must be met.
Performance of a Unit 1 Surveillance that satisfies Unit 1 requirements
will satisfy Unit 2 requirements. Performance of Unit 1 Surveillances at
the specified Frequency satisfies Unit 2 requirements.

When a Unit is in MODE 4 or 5, a Note to SR 3.8.5.1 specifies that
some SRs are required to be met but do not have to be performed. The
Note to Unit 2 SR 3.8.5.2 states that the Note to Unit 1 SR 3.8.2.1 is
applicable if Unit I is in MODE 4 or 5. This ensures that a Unit 2 SR will
not require a Unit 1 SR to be performed, when the Unit 1 Technical
Specifications does not require performance of a Unit 1 SR.

REFERENCES 1. FSAR, Chapter 6.

2. FSAR, Chapter 15.

3. Final Policy Statement on Technical Specifications Improvements,
July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132).
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B 3.8.6
I

B 3.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

B 3.8.6 Battery Gell- Parameters

BASES

BACKGROUND This LCO delineates the limits on battery float current as well as
electrolyte temperature, level, and float voltage, and specific gravity for
the DC electrical power subsystems batteries. A discussion of these
batteries and their OPERABILITY requirements is provided in the Bases
for LCO 3.8.4, "DC Sources- Operating," and LCO 3.8.5, "DC
Sources-Shutdown." In addition to the limitations of this Specification.
the Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program also implements a
program specified In Specification 5.5.13 for monitoring various battery
parameters that is based on the recommendations of IEEE Standard
450-1995. IEEE Recommended Practice For Maintenance. Testing. And
Replacement Of Vented Lead-Acid Batteries For Stationary
Applications" (Ref. 4).

The battery cells are of flooded lead acid construction with a nominal
specific gravity of 1.215. This specific gravity corresponds to an open
circuit battery voltage of approximately 124 V for a 60 cell battery
(i.e., cell voltage of 2.06 volts per cell (Vpc)). The open circuit voltage is
the voltage maintained when there is no charging or discharging. Once
fully charged with its open circuit voltage > 2.06 VPc. the battery cell will
maintain its capacity for 30 days without further charging per
manufacturer's instructions. Optimal long term performance however,
is obtained by maintaining a float voltage of 2.20 to 2.25 Vpc. This
provides adequate over-potential, which limits the formation of lead
sulfate and self discharge. The nominal float voltage of 2.2 VPc
corresponds to a total float voltage output of 132 V for a 60 cell battery
as discussed In the FSAR. Chapter 8 (Ref. 5).

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

The initial conditions of Design Basis Accident (DBA) and transient
analyses in FSAR, Chapter 6 (Ref. 1) and Chapter 15 (Ref. 2), assume
Engineered Safety Feature systems are OPERABLE. The DC electrical
power subsystems provide normal and emergency DC electrical power
for the diesel generators (DGs), emergency auxiliaries, and control and
switching during all MODES of operation.

(continued)
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B 3.8.6

BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

The OPERABILITY of the DC subsystems is consistent with the initial
assumptions of the accident analyses and is based upon meeting the
design basis of the unit. This includes maintaining DC sources
identified in Table 3.8.4-1 OPERABLE during accident conditions, in the
event of:

a. An assumed loss of all offsite AC or all onsite AC power; and

b. A worst case single failure.

Since battery Ge4- parameters support the operation of the DC electrical
power subsystems, they satisfy Criterion 3 of the NRC Policy Statement
(Ref. 3).

I

LCO Battery ell-, parameters must remain within acceptable limits to ensure
availability of the required DC power to shut down the reactor and
maintain it in a safe condition after an anticipated operational occurrence
or a postulated DBA.

I

EleGtr-lyte Battery parameter limits are conservatively established,
allowing continued DC electrical system function even with GategqeyA
axd . limits not met. Additional preventative maintenance, testing, and
monitoring performed in accordance with the Battery Monitoring and
Maintenance Program is conducted as specified in Specification 5.5.13.
Programs and Manuals.

APPLICABILITY The battery cell-parameters are required solely for the support of the
associated DC electrical power subsystem. Therefore, battery cell
parameters are required to be within required limits only when the
associated DC power source is required to be OPERABLE. Refer to
the Applicability discussions in Bases for LCO 3.8.4 and LCO 3.8.5.

I

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

ACTIONS A Note has been added to provide clarification that, for the purpose of
this LCO, separate Condition entry is allowed for each battery. This is
acceptable, since the Required Actions for each Condition provide
appropriate compensatory actions for each inoperable battery.
Complying with the Required Actions may allow for continued operation,
and subsequent inoperable batteries are governed by subsequent
Condition entry and application of associated Required Actions.

A.1. A.2. and A.3

With paramotom of ono or moro collc in ono or moro battorios not within
limits (i.e., Gatogor' A limits, Rnt Met Or Gatogor, R limits nont mnet, r

Ctogor'y A and B limits not mot) but within tho Catogor9 y C limits
speoifiod in Tsblo 3.8.6 1, tho bsttory ie dogradod but thero is still
sufficiot capacity to porfomM th^ intondod funrcon4r. Thorofro, tho
affodod batteh; is not roquiroed to bho ncidorod inoperablo cololy as a
rocult of Catogory A or B limitU not met, and continued operation is
pormifted for a limited period.

Tho pilot -asll eloctrolyo lovol and float voltago aro roquirod to bo vorifiod
to moot tho Categoy C li its thin I hour (ReqUiFd Actvion A.4). Thi
chock providos a quick indication of tho status of the romaindor of tho
batter'y cells. One hour providocr timo to inspoct tho oloctrolyto lovel and
to -onfirm. the flot volt-ag of the pilot coll>. OnAn hnour Ira c-nronidered a
roasonable amount of time to porfomm tho roquirod vorification.

.orification that tho Catogory C limits aro met (Roquirod Action A.2)
provido6 ascuranco that during tho time noodod to roctero tho
paarmotors to tho Catogory A and B limits, the battor'y ij 6till capablo ot
p9rfomAin .tc, Wetonded function. A peged of 24 hoeum i _allowo to
com~plote the !nitial vorificAtion bocausoR11 6perific grayity m~acurom~ents
vvut be obtakindf fo each senncted . sell. Takinv v g int cncidoatioe
both tho timo required to porForm tho roquired vorifiration and tho
ar sr -rae R _t that Wo atato' call lparameters ao Fnot sv 9Ferly dograd9d,
this timA iSrscnridorod roasneablo. The verificatinis e rop oated at 7 day
intorvals until the pasmetors aro restored toCategor'y A and B limits.
This peerodicrl vrificAton it onsistent With thenormal A roquonG of plt
G9l SUr.'ollances.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS A41, A.2, and A.3 (continued)

Continued oporation ic only pormittod for 31 days befora battry' cill
parfmotor must be roctored to within Catogor'yA and B limits. Taking
into concidoration that, while battery capacity ic dogradod, cuffiiont
capacity oxictc to porfeom tho intordod fu-nRcion aRdm Allimo to full1

roctore the battery cell parametemr to normal limits, thic time is
acceptable for operation prior to doclaring the DC batterioc inoporablo.

A.1, A.2, and A.3

With one or more cells in one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC
subsystem < 2.07 V, the battery cell is degraded. Within 2 hours
verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made by
monitoring the battery terminal voltage (SR 3.8.4.1) and of the overall
battery state of charge by monitoring the battery float charge current
(SR 3.8.6.1). This assures that there is still sufficient battery capacity to
perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected batterv is not
required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of one or more
cells < 2.07 V. and continued operation is permitted for a limited period
up to 24 hours.

Since the Required Actions only specify 'perform," a failure of SR
3.8.4.1 or 3.8.6.1 acceptance criteria does not result in this Required
Action not met. However, if one of the SRs is failed the appropriate
Condition(s), depending on the cause of the failures, is entered. If SR
3.8.4.1 or 3.8.6.1 is failed then there is not assurance that there is still
sufficient battery capacity to perform the intended function and the
battery must be declared inoperable immediately

B.1 and B.2

One or more batteries in one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC
subsystem with float current > 2 amps indicates that a partial discharge
of the battery capacity has occurred. This maV be due to a temporary
loss of a battery charger or possibly due to one or more battery cells in a
low voltage condition reflecting some loss of capacity. Within 2 hours
verification of the required battery charger OPERABILITY is made by
monitoring the battery terminal voltage.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS B.1 and B.2 (continued)

If the terminal voltage is found to be less than the minimum established
float voltage there are two possibilities, the battery charger is inoperable
or is operating in the current limit mode. Condition A addressed charger
inoperability. If the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2
hours that is an Indication that the battery has been substantially
discharged and likely cannot perform its required design functions. The
time to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a
function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of loads on the
associated DC system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the
recharge characteristic of the battery. The charge time can be
extensive, and there Is not adequate assurance that it can be recharged
within 12 hours (Required Action B.2). The battery must therefore be
declared inoperable.

If the float voltage Is found to be satisfactory but there are one or more
battery cells with float voltage less than 2.07 V. the associated "OR"
statement in Condition F is applicable and the batterV must be declared
inoperable immediately. If float voltage is satisfactory and there are no
cells less than 2.07 V there is good assurance that, within 12 hours, the
battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (Required Action
B.2) from any discharge that might have occurred due to a temporary
loss of the battery charger. A discharged battery with float voltage (the
charger setpoint) across its terminals indicates that the battery is on the
exponential charging current portion (the second part) of its recharge
cycle. The time to return a battery to its fully charged state under this
condition Is simply a function of the amount of the previous discharge
and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is good
assurance of fully recharging the battery within 12 hours, avoiding a
premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.

If the condition is due to one or more cells in a low voltage condition but
still greater than 2.07 V and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, this
Is not indication of a substantially discharged battery and 12 hours is a
reasonable time prior to declaring the battery inoperable.

Since Required Action B.1 only specifies "perform," a failure of SR
3.8.4.1 acceptance criteria does not result in the Required Action not
met. However, if SR 3.8.4.1 is failed, the appropriate Condition(s),
depending on the cause of the failure, is entered.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS C.1, C.2, and C.3
(continued)

With one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC subsystem with one
or more cells electrolyte level above the top of the plates, but below the
minimum established design limits, the battery still retains sufficient
capacity to perform the intended function. Therefore, the affected
battery Is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of
electrolyte level not met. Within 31 days the minimum established
design limits for electrolyte level must be re-established.

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there Is a potential for
dryout and plate degradation. Required Actions C.1 and C.2 address
this potential (as well as provisions In Specification 5.5.13. Battery
Monitoring and Maintenance Program). They are modified bv a note that
indicates they are only applicable if electrolyte level is below the top of
the plates. Within 8 hours level is required to be restored to above the
top of the plates. The Required Action C.2 requirement to verifv that
there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 5.5.13.b
item to initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with
manufacturers recommendations are taken from Annex D of IEEE
Standard 450-1995. They are performed following the restoration of the
electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based on the results of
the manufacturer's recommended testing the battery may have to be
declared inoperable and the affected cell(s) replaced.

D.1

With one 125 VDC subsystem and/or one 250 VDC subsystem with
pilot cell temperature less than the minimum established design limits
12 hours Is allowed to restore the temperature to within limits. A low
electrolyte temperature limits the current and power available. Since the
battery Is sized with margin, while batterv capacity Is degraded,
sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a
result of the pilot cell temperature not met.

(continued)
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BASES

ACTIONS E.1
(continued)

With one or more batteries in redundant trains with battery parameters
not within limits there is not sufficient assurance that batterv capacity
has not been affected to the degree that the batteries can still perform
their required function given that redundant batteries are involved. With
redundant batteries involved, this potential could result in a total loss of
function on multiple systems that rely upon the batteries. The longer
completion times specified for battery parameters on non-redundant
batteries not within limits are therefore not appropriate and the
parameters must be restored to within limits on at least one train in each
DC Subsystem or Division within 2 hours.

BF.1

When any battery parameter is outside the allowances of the
Required Actions for Condition A. B. C. D. or E Catogory C limit fo,
any connected cell, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum
expected load requirement is not ensured and the corresponding
battery DC electrical power cub1yctom must be declared inoperable.
Additionally, other poelntially 8AFxtrmor GRditienR, _Uch ac nat
completing the Roquirod AGction of Condition A within the required
Complotion Time or aeo rago olectrolyte toemperature of refproesontativo
colel falling below 6rFn, alco are cauco for Iim-diately; docla9nghoe
asieciated DC loctic4a-l poWeFr ubDYStem ineprablo. discovering
one or more batteries in one train with one or more battery cells float
voltage less than 2.07 V and float current greater than 2 amps
indicates that the batterv capacitv may not be sufficient to perform the
intended functions. The batterv must therefore be declared
inoperable immediately.

(continued)
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BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.8.6.1

This SR vorifioc that Catogory A battorey cell paramotors aro cAneictont
Yith IEEE 450 (R. 4), W.'hich rocmmoend roeuIlar baftore' irwenptioRn
includiRng Yltago, erpoifi gravit, and loctrlto toeporaturo of lot
coIIc. The SR, mut bo porformod ovory 7 dayc, unloec (aV 6pocified by
the Note iR tho FrFeqguen) tho baftetor ic oR ogualiZing Gharng or ha6

allows tho routino 7 day Froquency to bo oxondod until cuch a timo that
tho SR r-Ar be pmor9Y Performod and earFningfwul rultobtainod Thr-
114 day Froguoncry I6 not mo~difid by the Note, thuc regardlocc Of hoW
efton tho battor'y c placod on oqualizing chargo, tho SR murt be
prforemod oevor' 11 dayc.s

Verifying battery float current while on float charge is used to determine
the state of charge of the battery. Float charqge is the condition in which
the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome
the internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a charged
state. The float current requirements are based on the float current
indicative of a charqed battery. Use of float current to determine the
state of charge of the batterv is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4). The
7 day frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

This SR is modified by a Note that states the float current requirement is
not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the
minimum established float voltage of SR 3.8.4.1. When this float
voltage is not maintained the Required Actions of LCO 3.8.4 ACTION A
are being taken, which provide the necessary and appropriate
verifications of the batterv condition. Furthermore, the float current limit
of 2 amps is established based on the nominal float voltage value and is
not directly applicable when this voltage is not maintained.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

SR 3.8.6.2 and SR 3.8.6.5 I

Tho gluartorlrY inApotion Of pocrific graVit anrd voltago is conRitonRt With
IEEE 140 (Rof. 4). In addition, w~hin 21 hours of a battory divcharge

11 40 . feor a 125 VDG batto; anRd ,220Vfor a 250 %'P.'DC boreY or a
battor, ovorchargo 150 V for a 125 VDC batteor and 300 V for-a
250 VDC battory, tho battory muMt bo domon9tratod to moot Catogor-y B
|mit Tranrieont, cuch a^ mo^tor ctarting traFn6i:t^, which May
momonta+rily cauco batte voltage to drop to *g • 4 CD for a 12 'C D r
batoer; and, 220 V for a 250 VDC battery, do not coneRtitut a ba#tt
divchargo providod tho bat*ory terminal voltago and flait curront rotum
to pro tranaioRt valuoc. Trhi6 inRpoctie i alwo ronsRitont with IEEE 150
(Ref. 4), which rocomronRd spocial lnpocti9Rn following a eovoro
divchargo or ovorchargo, to onsuro that no Significant degradation of tho
battorY occUrS as a cOnsogqUoRco Of sUch diechargo Or oVerchaFrg.

Optimal long term battery performance is obtained by maintaining a float
voltage greater than or equal to the minimum established design limits
provided by the battery manufacturer, which corresponds to 132 V for
the 125 V batteries and 264 V for the 250 V batteries at the batterv
terminals, or 2.2 Vpc. This provides adequate over-potential, which
limits the formation of lead sulfate and self discharge, which could
eventually render the battery inoperable. Float voltage in this range or
less, but greater than 2.07 Vpc, are addressed in Specification 5.5.13.
SR's 3.8.6.2 and 3.8.6.5 require verification that the cell float voltaqes
are equal to or greater than the short term absolute minimum cell
voltage of 2.07 V. The Frequency for cell voltage verification every 31
days for pilot cell and 92 days for each connected cell is consistent with
IEEE450 (Ref. 4)

SR 3.8.6.3

T-his S 1eroillanco vOfication that the avomgo temporatur
FOprOnORtatiVe clls isj within limit ijE consiRtent with a rocAmmondation
of lEE 450 (Rf. ) at starto that tho tompratro-W of oloctrolGYto ir
rFpFrorrtatio cnels should be dotorminod on a Gluaertrly basi. The
numbor of roprosontativo cells hav boon dotorminod to be 10 colic for a
125 VDC battory and 20 -olls for a 250 VDC battory.

Lowor than normal tomporaturos act 1
capacity. Thic SR ensur6e that the op
within an accoptablo operating rango.
manufacturor', recommendationr.

le

D inhibit or roduco battory
irating tomperaturo remain

1.I Nib11 altlbrl Iv rvatV ta Ir

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.3 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The limit specified for electrolyte level ensures that the plates suffer no
physical damage and maintain adequate electron transfer capability.
The Frequency is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.6.4

This Surveillance verifies that the pilot cell temperature is greater than or
equal to the minimum established design limit (i.e. 600F). Pilot cell
electrolyte temperature Is maintained above this temperature to assure
the battery can provide the required current and voltage to meet the
design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery
sizing calculations act to inhibit or reduce battery capacity. The
Frequency Is consistent with IEEE-450 (Ref. 4).

SR 3.8.6.6

A battery performance discharge test is a test of constant current
capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found condition, after
having been in service, to detect any change in the capacity determined
by the acceptance test.

The test is intended to determine overall battery degradation due to age
and usage.

A battery modified performance discharge test Is described in the Bases
for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance discharge test or the
modified performance discharge test is acceptable for satisfying
SR 3.8.4.8: however, only the modified performance discharge test may
be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while satisfying the requirements of
SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time.

A modified performance discharge test is a test of the battery capacity
and its ability to provide a high rate, short duration load (usually the
highest rate of the duty cycle). This will confirm the battery's ability to
meet the critical period of the load duty cycle, in addition to determining
its percentage of rated capacity. Initial conditions for the modified
performance discharge test should be identical to those specified for a
service test.

(continued)
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BASES

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

The modified performance discharge test is a test of simulated duty
cycle consisting of two different discharge rates. The first discharge
rate consists of the one minute published rate for the battery or the
largest current loads of the duty cycle followed by a second discharge
rate which employs the test rate for the performance discharge test.
These discharge rates envelope the duty cycle of the service test.
Since the ampere-hours removed by a published one minute discharge
rate represent a very small portion of the battery capacity, the test rate
can be changed to that for the performance discharge test without
compromising the results of the performance discharge test. The
battery terminal voltage for the modified performance discharge test
should remain above the minimum batterv terminal voltage specified In
the service test.

When the battery loads after the first minute exceeds the performance
test discharge rate, the modified performance discharge test is
performed bv first conducting the service test, than adiusting the
discharge rate to the constant current value normally used for the
performance discharge test. This test is terminated when the specified
minimum battery terminal voltage is reached.

When the battery loads after the first minute exceeds the performance
discharge test rate, the battery capacity is calculated as follows:

% of rated capacity at 25oC (77oF) =

- Er (I.) (ta) 1
[Rated Ampere Hours j 1

Where:

K = Temperature Correction Factor from IEEE 450-1995

= Discharge Current in amps for n-th section

T= Duration of n-th section discharge in hour

n = Section number for each portion of the discharge, including both
service test and performance test portions

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE SR 3.8.6.6 (continued)
REQUIREMENTS

This % of rated capacity equation uses the temperature corrected
Ampere-Hours instead of the temperature corrected discharge rates as
specified in IEEE 450-1995. It is not possible to temperature correct the
discharge rate without impacting the service test.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance is consistent with IEEE-450
(Ref. 8) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 11). These references recommend that the
battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80% of the manufacturer's
rating. A capacity of 80% shows that the battery rate of deterioration is
increasing, even if there is ample capacity to meet the load
requirements.

The Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If the battery shows
degradation, or if the battery has reached 85% of its expected service
life and capacity is < 100% of the manufacturer's rating, the Surveillance
Frequency is reduced to 12 months. However, if the battery shows no
degradation but has reached 85% of its expected service life, the
Surveillance FrequencV is only reduced to 24 months for batteries that
retain capacity > 100% of the manufacturer's rating. Degradation is
indicated, according to IEEE-450 (Ref. 8), when the battery capacit
drops by more than 10% relative to its capacity on the previous
performance test or when it is 10% below the manufacturer's rating. All
these Frequencies are consistent with the recommendations in
IEEE-450 (Ref. 8).

The SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would remove a required DC electrical
power subsystem from service, perturb the electrical distribution
system, and challenge safety systems.

T:his table delineates the limits on oloctrolyto loevl, float voltage, and
pocOGiA grav;h for thror difforont cateonries. The moan;ing of -oh

categer, is di6cu6eod bolow.

Category A defineo the normal parameter limit for each designated pilot
cell in oech battory. The cGc6 6celectod as pilot cells aro thoco WhoGo
temperature, voltage, and eoletrolyte pocific gravity provide an
!WdiratinR of th stateo of Ghargo of the ontire batter,.-

(continued)
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SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

Thblo 3.8.6 1 (Gontinued)

The Catogory A limits rpocifiod for oloctroly1o levol sro basod on
manufacturor'G rocAmmondationER and aro concistont with tho
guidanco n IrE 1 1E 450 (Rof. 4), with tho oe1a ;r inch allo'w-aRn abova
tho high wat9or loYl indicatieR fF peoratiRng mrrngiR to aoounuRt for
tomporaturo and chargo offocts. In addition to thW6 allowanco, footnote
a to Table 3.8.6 1 pormeFt tho loetrolyto loyal to be aboh the
pocifiod maximum lee! duwrn eaualiZing chargo, providod it i nt
vorYfowing. Thaos limit oncruro that tho platoc suffor no physical

damago, and that adequato oloctron tr-nsfor OeFapability is MaiRtaiRnd
in the avent Of tranrsn cOnditions IrEEE 1 E150 (Rf. 4) rommaenFR Rd&
that oloctrolyto looYl roadings rhould bo mada only aftor tho bastry
has boon at flgoat cham -fo at oArt 72 hou r.

Tho Catogory A limit speoifiad for float voltago ir ~. 2.13 V por Goll.
Thic vluo is _baod oI tho Focommondation of !EEE 450 (Ref.-. 1)
which 6tatoe that prolongod oporation of call6 bolow 2.13 V can
roduco tho lifo oxpoctancy of calls. The Catogory A limit cpocifiod for
sepoeGfI geraviy for each p lot call i6 _ 41.200 (0.015 bolw the
m-nRufactAurr's fully cha-rgd Rnominal 6pocific gravity or a battey
chargnRg curont that had stbhili;od at a low value Thi a 4lu is
vharastoristic of a charged call with adequate capacity.

Acording to IEEE 150 (Rof. 1), tha spAcific gravity roadings ar baseod
an a tomperatura of ,77F (25aC).

Tho Gpocific gravity roadingc aro corroctod for actual oloctrolyto
tporeff atur. F r F a eh 3mF (1.67,-1) abvoe 77PF (25,G), 1 poiRt (0.001)
is Iddod to tho roading; 1 point is subtractod far oach 3mF bolow 77aF.
Tha rPOcifGc gravity of the oloctrOlyt In a call incroacce vAth a l0rc at
wator duo to aloctrolycic or ovaporation.

Catagory B daernaG tho Rroral parametar limiRts fr aach oRRnnatoed Gall
Tho toFnn "connoctod crall" oxcludoc any battory cell that may bo

eFupered out.
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Thlo3.81.6 1 (contin;uod)

Tho C8atogogr B limrtc- rpI-ocfiod for 8olctrot t4 1-o1 ard floAt ;Olt_ ago a

tho camo ac thovo cpocifiod for Catogory A and havo boon diccu6cod
abovo. Tho Catogory B limit cpocifiod for cpocific gravity for oach
onrotoed Gel' ic _ 1 .1 n5 (0.020 boloW tho RmnunRfAActUrorer fully charged,

nominal spocific gravity) with tho avorago of all -onnotod collc 1.05
(0.010 bolowtho mnazUfactUrore fully chargd, noRinal cp9cific qravayi.
Thoco Yaluoc aer baod oRn RmnusfAduroU r9cnmmendationr. Tho

minimum cpocific gravity valuo roquirod for oach cAll oncuroc that the
offobc of a highly chargedGor noeys ynctallad coil do not mark oFarall

dogradation of tho battory.

I

Catogor; C drAfioR thr lim;it for Aach connoctad col. Thaca vaktloc,
although roedued, pnrvido a rr nco that I cu ffont capacity oeiXt6 to
porform tho intondod function and maintain a margin of cafety. Whon
anyP battay p-raRmtor ic-telid-o the Gatoegon-' Iimi;tc, the accurana at
cufficiot capacity doweribod abovo no longor oetc, and the battorB
muct bo doclarod inoporablo.

The Catogory imit cpecifiod for olocrolFto 1ovo! (abeyo the top of the
platoc and not overAowing) oneuroc that tho platoc Suffor no physical
damage ad nd m-aint-aln _adaeuato eloctron- tFranRfor capability. Tho
CatogoryC allowablo limitforvoltago ie baeod on IEEE 150 (Rof. 1),
which rtatos that A coil voltago of 2.07 V or bolow, undor float Ronditione
an4d not uonrsd by levatoed temporature of tho coA11, iRdicatos ntoMal
cal! probloms antd may raguir call roeplaeomnRt.

The Gatogory limit on a-orage cpcifiG graity\. 1.105, is bahod on
manufacturor'r rocommondations (0.020 bolow the manufacturor'

,roammondod fully charod, nominal spocific gravity). .n additin to that
I mit, it ic rFeuirad that the 6pocific gravity for oah GonnRotod cal! mustt
bo no lesr than 0.020 baby: the avorage of all Gnenoctd olIc. Thrc
limit aneuror that the offoct of a highly chargad or now coll dooe not
mralk eyerall drgadatiORn of tho battoe.9k
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Tablo 3.8.6 1 (continued)

Tho footnotor. to Tablo 3.8.6 1 that apply to Spocific gravity aro
-ppvicablo to Gategory A, B, wnd C cpocific gra.ity. Footnot (b) t

Tablo 3.8.6 1 roguiroc tho abovo montionod c^rr^'tion for olocrol'to
tomporaturo. A battory charging curront of - 0.25 amp for Cka6 IS E
250 V hb-;IoRioe and 0. .1 aFmP CIa66 E12 AR~ldc hno finat
chargo ic aGcoptablo for mooting cocGfic grzaity limits bociucc
mFainting thi curront pro':idoc aFn indivation that tho Mtato of chango of
the battory is accoptvblo.

I

Bocouro of 6pocific gravity gradiontv that aro produced during tho
rechargIng procoec, dolaY6 of covoral daY6 may occuIr While Wait;ng fo
the pepcific gravit' to stabilize. HoWoVor, foIIoWing a minor battorY

rochargo (cuch aE equalizing charge that doos not follow a doop
di6Ghargo) cpcific grayit' r-adioRntc aro not ignnificaRt. A ctabilized

chargor current ic an accoptablo altemativo to ^cpcific gaviy
moaruroment for dotommining tho Mate of charge. Thic phonomonon ic
diccuccod in IEEE 140 (Ref. 1). Footnote (c) to Tablo 3.8.6 1 allow6 tho
Poat chargo current to bo ucod ac an altomato to cpocific g^aVity.
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